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1Cabinet office propriety & ethics team direction dtG 041322 october 2007.

Background

The following is an extract from  
the RFCA Regulations 2009

RFCAs: Constitution, Composition, 
Appointments, duties and Governance

1.4   An RFCA has been established for each of 
thirteen administrative areas. A list of the 
Associations and the administrative areas they 
serve is at the back of this report. RFA96 s112 
has assigned two general duties that constitute 
its prime functions in respect of land and air 
forces, and reserve naval and marine forces. 
these are:

  a. to give advice and assistance to the defence 
Council, including advice on the use of the 
resources of its area relevant to defence. 

 b. to conform to the Mod departmental plan.

1.5   each Association is an autonomous and 
tri-service corporate body with a common 
seal. It is representative of the area for which 
it is responsible and is linked to the Crown 
prerogative through the County lieutenancies. Its 
membership is prescribed by means of a scheme 
of Association, drawn up and funded by the 
defence Council under RFA96 s111 and sch 4. 
each five-year scheme will be reviewed during  
its final year of operation.

1.6   each Association will appoint a Management 
Board headed by the Chairman of the 
Association. All matters relating to the exercise 
of powers or the performance of duties of the 
Association will be under its direction. the 
composition of the Board shall be detailed in the 
scheme of Association.

1.7   With the exception of regular officers 
commanding units, each Association is 
composed of serving members of the Volunteer 
Reserve Forces and civilian voluntary members 
drawn from the community. Members are 
unpaid for their Association duties, although they 

may claim travel and subsistence expenses 
when appropriate. Appointment of members 
will be made in accordance with the office of 
the Commissioner for public Appointments 
(oCpA) Guidance. procedures for Membership 
Appointment are contained in Annex B and shall 
be incorporated in each RFCA’s scheme of 
Association. 

1.8   the Chairman of the Association will be elected  
by those Members present and voting at its 
Annual Meeting. His duties and responsibilities, 
as outlined in regulations 2.15, 2.16 and 
Annex B, Appendix II, will be confirmed on first 
appointment by letter of Authority signed by 
director General Resources land Forces, Army 
HQ (dG Res lF).

1.9   each Association will employ a Chief executive 
(Ce) (in these regulations referred to as the 
‘Ce RFCA’). He and his salaried secretariat will 
support the Members in discharging the tasks 
assigned to the Association. the appointment, 
terms of reference and terms and conditions 
of employment of the Ce RFCA will be subject 
to dG Res lF’s prior written approval of the 
Association Chairman’s formal recommendation.

1.10   ultimate responsibility for membership 
appointments rests with the defence Council. 
dG Res lF will act on its behalf in this regard 
and confirm in writing such appointments, 
each for a five-year term. With the exception of 
the Chairman appointments, dG Res lF may 
delegate the task of approving membership 
appointments to individual Chairmen of CRFCA 
and RFCAs. once confirmed, notification of 
Chairman and Ce appointments is to be passed 
to ACds(R&C). dG Res lF may ask for or 
insist on the resignation of a member following 
consultation with the president of the Association 
and ACds(R&C).

The Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association’s (RFCA’s) are a Central Government body with Crown Status1. 

They are established in accordance with the provisions of the Reserve Forces Act 1996 Part XI (RFA96 Pt XI) 

and Schedule 4 (RFA96 Sch 4).
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the Council of the Reserve Forces’ and 
Cadets’ Associations (CRFCA)
1.11   the Council of Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ 

Associations (in these Regulations referred to 
as the ‘Council’ or CRFCA) is a joint committee 
established under the provisions of RFA96 s116 
which will provide a strategic level interface between 
defence customers and the Associations, as well 
as providing guidance and advice to the CRFCA 
Board. the Council’s membership is detailed in 
the CRFCA constitution and consists of appointed 
Vice-Chairmen for the services, Association 
Chairmen, Reserve and Cadet representatives 
and individually appointed voluntary members with 
specific expertise and interest in RFCA work. the 
CRFCA Board, routinely chaired by the elected 
deputy Chairman and comprising the Ce CRFCA, 
Association Chairmen and Vice-Chairman of the 
executive Board (XB) will exercise central direction 
and oversight of the key business outputs and 
the budget, including internal governance. the 
XB, chaired by Ce CRFCA and comprising the 
Association Ces, is the principal corporate means 
by which Ce CRFCA and all Association Ces fulfil 
their responsibilities as Budget Holders and for 
oversight of the delivery of the lFFF and slAs with 
the customer top level Budget Holders (tlBs).

1.12   the Chairman of the Council may have direct 
access to Ministers, on behalf of the Board 
Members, on any matter concerning major 
policy considerations or overall RFCA business 
in connection with Reserve and Cadet matters. 
through the Board, the Council also monitors the 
adoption of best practices in each Association to 
ensure efficient management and cost-effective 
services to Mod. the Council will be supported by 
a secretariat, which will be funded by contributions 
from each of the Associations. 
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established in 1908 (as the territorial Associations) the 
RFCAs were originally designed to provide local support to 
the territorial Force in every county. over a hundred years 
later the name has changed, the number of Associations 
has reduced and the RFCA dependency has grown to 
encompass Reserves and Cadets of all three services but 
the essence of the RFCAs’ work remains the same:

the RFCA deliver in line with 5 slAs established with 
each of our primary funders. these are all subject to 
review during the course of 2014 in order to better inform 
the 2015/16 planning Round and will reflect the changes 
inherent across defence: many of which are altering the 
way in which the RFCAs are being asked to support the 
reserve and cadet constituencies. Governance is provided 
through a Customer Board that represents all of those 
customers at 2* level which receives our consolidated 
accounts, provides strategic priorities to shape in-year 
delivery, and also endorses our 4 year Management plan 
as a statement of strategic intent. Internally, direction and 
accountability is overseen by the CRFCA Board led by 
Colonel tim Richmond, a former RFCA Chairman.

the RFCAs are fundamentally volunteer membership 
organisations. over and above the membership identified 
within the schemes of Association (the formal mechanism 
by which the RFCAs are authorised to undertake their 
duties), they enjoy considerable help and advice from an 
extended network of other volunteers who collectively 
provide unparalleled expertise and experience. together 
these 8,000 or so people are the life-blood of the RFCAs 
and an invaluable means by which we connect to 
communities, provide good value-for-money services and 
shape defence thinking, especially in the long-term well-
being of the Reserves and Cadets. that they are prepared 
to give so freely of their time on an unremunerated basis is 
a great testament to the high regard in which our Reserves 
and Cadets are held and material evidence that the spirit of 
voluntary service is prospering with the RFCAs.

2013/14 has been a year of considerable progress. the 
delivery of the FR20 White paper and subsequent acitivity 
to deliver that across all three services has impacted on 
every facet of the RFCA including the development of 
an embryonic defence Relationship Management (dRM) 
organisation under the Council of the RFCA which will see 
every element of defence’s engagement with the Business 
and employer communities drawn together into a single 
organisation. It reached IoC in April 2014 and will be at 
FoC by April 2015. the RFCA role as an external scrutiny 
team has been further underpinned as a statutory role 
within the defence reform Bill and the second report will 
be made to Ministers in June 2014. this role indicates 
the unique contribution that the RFCAs can offer defence 
and has been a very welcome additional task for us. In 
addition to the clear function of assessing progress from 
an informed and independent perspective, we also see 
the role as a means of strengthening our links with and 
between the senior leadership of the Armed Forces and the 
communities from which our Reserves are found.

Lieutenant General (Retd) Robin Brims  
CB CBE DSO DL

Chairman, Council of Reserve Forces’  
and Cadets’ Associations

Chairman’s Foreword

  Regionally, to provide advice and support on behalf 
of the UK’s Volunteer Reserve Forces and Cadets.

  To work with the Chains of Command of the three 
Services.

 To establish and maintain links with the community. 
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the overwhelming context for this year’s report has 
been that of working in an environment of extensive and 
continuing change across defence. operationally this 
has manifested in a slowing down of activity specifically 
targeted at preparation for mobilisation and deployment, 
as numbers in Afghanistan reduced in line with the planned 
drawdown. elsewhere, in almost every aspect of RFCA 
work, there has been a significant ramping up of activity. 
our close involvement in such change at every level has 
been most welcome, whether working at the policy level 
in Mod and service headquarters or providing advice and 
services on the ground locally. 

I will not attempt within this introduction to précis the 
following detailed narratives within the body of the annual 
report, made against individual objectives, other than to 
draw out some themes which I believe play to the strengths 
of these closer relationships.

First, I would point to the large number of ways in which we 
have been able to respond to late notice requests, often 
for support and services that are neither routinely covered 
in our service level Agreements (slAs) nor originally 
funded through our control totals. Good examples of this 
are found in the extensive work we have completed on 
housing adaptations for injured service personnel; front-
of-house face-lifts of Reserve Centres in order to assist 
recruiting and retention; engagement of professional staff 
to kick start cadet expansion into schools; and work on 
cadet armouries to mitigate security risks. there are many 
more. But the common theme in all these projects is that 
they have been quickly and effectively undertaken by the 
RFCAs because of our well-established understanding of 
the stakeholders’ requirements and the working situation 
on the ground. In this way we have been largely able to 
off-load work from already hard-pressed headquarters 
staff, who themselves are increasingly diverted to managing 
other aspects of change related to Future Force 2020.

second, the fact that the RFCAs are so well embedded 
in the communities has provided an additional agility and 
responsiveness. For example, conversion of signage 
following the renaming of the Army Reserve has required 
extensive engagement with local authorities, many of which 
are structured in different ways and whose processes 
therefore require individual attention. the RFCAs already 
have established ties with many of these authorities to 
facilitate routine activity and community engagement – 
indeed they were extensively used to enable much of the 
successful Community Covenant work. Consequently the 
services were able to confidently hand off the liaison to the 
RFCAs, acting on their behalf, which would otherwise have 
been a nigh-on impossible task for them within the required 
timelines.

third, the RFCAs have again generated additional income 
which has been used to supplement service funds 
regionally and locally. Although relatively modest at £8M, 
it constitutes some 6% of our overall budget. of this the 
majority has been used to meet statutory and mandatory 
and other revenue work on the volunteer estate [some 
£3M, in addition to dIo funding of £17M]. the balance, 
albeit a far smaller proportion, has been used in many 
instances to keep vital reserve and cadet activity afloat: 
local recruit marketing, retention-positive activities, 
employer engagement and the like have all benefited a very 
large number of units which would otherwise have been 
wholly reliant on, for example, national campaigns that were 
not serving them well. the key here is that the management 
boards of the RFCAs deliberately include representatives 
of the regional chains of command; collaboratively they 
are able to target where the support is most needed and 
ensure that it is used most effectively. last year the RFCA 
Customer Board agreed high-level priorities for the use of 
our regionally generated income; it will be important that 
they continue to do so in future years, to ensure we work 
within ‘defence intent’. However, it is equally important 
that the detailed application of such funding continues to 
be delegated to the Association Boards, not just to ensure 
the most effective targeting but also to incentivise further 
income generation and to give purpose to our Board 
members.

Finally, as a theme, I point to the contribution of our 
volunteer membership. We, and in turn defence, benefit 
hugely from the RFCA network of networks which our 
membership brings. superficially this might be seen as little 
more than the RFCA membership defined in our schemes 
and providing effective governance in each Association. 
In fact it delivers far more. Many volunteer members 
contribute pro-bono professional support and advice – 
and give freely of their time to assist our own professional 
management, estates, finance and cadet staff in delivering 
their work. their greater value is that their networks 
connect us, on behalf of defence, with areas within which 
it would be extremely difficult for the services to build and 
sustain relationships. throughout this year, for example, 
we have used them to open doors with employers and to 
provide invaluable feed-back on how they are responding 
to intensive recruiting efforts for the Reserves. elsewhere 
we have also been able to work with minority communities 
to grow relationships that will assist in some of our cadet 
expansion programmes. these relationships take time to 
establish and take continual effort to nurture; our volunteers 
manage much of this apparently effortlessly, routinely 
playing the role of third party advocate for the Armed 
Forces.

 

Chief executive’s Introduction
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during the year the RFCAs have also taken on two new 
roles from Mod: the delivery of our first external scrutiny 
report on Future Reserves 2020, which was laid before 
parliament in July 2013, and the task to create a defence 
Relationship Management organisation, which achieved 
an initial operating capability on 1 April 2014. to my mind 
these new roles have consciously come to the RFCAs in 
anticipation of drawing on many of the characteristics I 
outline above. such has been progress in both, that we are 
already seeing them morph into more substantive tasks. I 
am highly confident that both will be delivered as intended 
and have the potential to evolve further. 

looking ahead, as defence continues to evolve new 
structures and ways of working, it is now timely that the 
RFCAs review how we manage our business within the 
new defence construct. In doing so it will be important to 
register – and have registered by all our stakeholders – how 
best these characteristics can continue to benefit defence. 
Within our own organisation there will be nervousness at 
speculative change, as there will undoubtedly be within 
the two constituencies we mainly support. this needs to 
be seen in a balanced perspective. A contrasting view 
would be that the Mod and the three services will find it 
increasingly difficult to maintain all of their traditional roles 
and tasks and will therefore need to look externally to 
manage many of their support functions for them. typically, 
many will see this as a commercial alternative. I see it as 
RFCA opportunity – underpinned by the experience of 
having watched us evolve effectively in the past.

Air Vice-Marshal (Retd) Paul Luker  
CB OBE AFC DL

Chief executive Council of Reserve Forces’  
and Cadets’ Associations
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RFCA Governance 

The Rt. Hon The Lord de Mauley TD 

President Council of RFCAs

Lieutenant General R V Brims CB CBE DSO DL 

Chairman Council of RFCAs

Colonel T S Richmond MBE TD DL 

Deputy Chairman Council of RFCAs 

Captain I M Robinson OBE RD RNR  

Colonel R A Hooper MA DL  

Air Vice-Marshal M D Smart DL 

Major General S Lalor CB TD 

Colonel A I Taverner MA MCIPR    

Vice-Chairmen Council of RFCAs

COUNCIL SECRETARIAT
Air Vice-Marshal P D Luker CB OBE AFC DL              

Chief Executive

Brigadier M P Banham MBE             

Chief of Staff

Commander G R Bushell  

Director Cadets & Youth

Mr S Blissitt MSc           

Director Volunteer Estates

Ms F L Thomas  

Director Engagement 

Mr I Scarfe    

Secretary Pension Scheme

Colonel T S Richmond  
MBE TD DL

Chairman of the Board

tim Richmond is a Chartered 
Accountant and Business Adviser. 
He spent 32 years in the accounting 
profession with a major international 
firm serving as both uK managing 

partner and Chairman of the International firm. In the public  
and voluntary sector he chairs nottingham and nottinghamshire 
Futures which provides support services to young people 
and has served as a Competition Commissioner and a non-
executive chairman or director in Higher education, Further 
education, Healthcare and social Housing and a number of 
other voluntary and charitable organisations. He is an adviser  
in strategic business direction and a non-executive chairman  
or director of a number of private companies including business 
to business, training, professional services, construction and 
logistics. His reserve service has included commanding an 
independent op Battery, a uotC and as deputy commander  
of a home defence brigade, a regional brigade and subsequently 
as Commandant of a County ACF. He is Vice lord-lieutenant  
of nottinghamshire.

Each Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association  

is represented on this Council by its Chairman.  

The RFCA structure is shown at the back of this 

report and the profiles of each of the Council 

Board members are as follows:

CHAIRMAN
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Major General S Lalor CB TD

Vice Chairman (Army)

Commissioned from the Royal 
Military Academy sandhurst in 
1976, he served operational tours in 
northern Ireland and Belize. He left 
the Regular Army after four years to 
commence a commercial career in 

the City of london but continued his military service in the 
Army Reserves and finished his military career as the senior 
serving reserve officer in the rank of Major General. His final 
appointment was Assistant Chief of defence staff (Reserves 
& Cadets). His commercial career has included being one of 
the two original founders of Britam defence ltd, a mid-size 
risk management and training consultancy, directorships of 
major companies in industry and commerce with particular 
experience gained in strategic management, diversification, 
fast-moving commercial goods, marketing and finance. 
His own successful enterprises have included a specialist 
accounting firm providing funding and financial management 
solutions to businesses in Central london.

Captain I M Robinson  
OBE RD RNR

(Chairman Yorkshire & 
The Humber RFCA)

Following a short career commission 
in the Royal navy, he joined sheffield 
Hallam university where he was 
subsequently Head of electrical 

engineering and Head of undergraduate studies in Arts, 
Computing, engineering and sciences. He is now a dean, 
and also director of the Graduate school at edge Hill 
university in lancashire, and works part-time with the uK 
Quality Assurance Agency for Higher education. He advises 
a number of other Institutions, both in the uK and overseas, 
on academic quality and governance. Captain Robinson 
has been a naval Reservist for over 33 years, culminating 
in appointments as director personnel, director strategic 
planning and Captain Regions.

Colonel R A Hooper MA DL

Vice Chairman (Marine)

Founder and a Fellow of the Centre 
for leadership studies, university of 
exeter and also a Visiting professor 
at Bristol Business school. He is also 
author of four books on leadership 
and one on the relationship between 

the military and the media. His military career included 
command of 40 Commando, Mod (naval plans) and Chief 
of staff British Military training team in Zimbabwe. His final 
appointment was Commandant of the Commando training 
Centre, Royal Marines, lympstone. He is also a former 
Honorary Colonel of RMR Bristol. He is a deputy lieutenant 
of devon, a trustee of Wellington school and on the Council 
of st John devon. He also consults widely on leadership and 
is an executive coach.

Air Vice-Marshal M D Smart DL

Vice Chairman (Air)

Retired from the RAF in 1998 and 
then began a second career working 
in business consulting first for Arthur 
Andersen and then as a retained 
consultant for deloitte advising on 
defence. He lives in Herefordshire 

and has been Vice Chairman (Air) on the Board of the West 
Midland RFCA for ten years and Vice Chairman (Air) on the 
Council of RFCAs for some five years. In addition, he is on the 
Boards of the Forces pension society and the Regular Forces 
employment Association and is Chairman of ssAFA Forces 
Help in Herefordshire.

Colonel A Taverner MA MCIPR

Vice Chairman (Army) 
(Chairman Highland RFCA)

director of dubai Research ltd 
and runs his own consultancy firm, 
Angus taverner ltd, specialising 
in international relations, political 
risk and strategic communications 

focused on europe, the us and Middle east. trustee of the 
Army Families Association.

VICE CHAIRMEN
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Colonel A C C Lapsley  
QVRM TD ADC DL

(Chairman Lowland RFCA)

deputy Commander 51(s) Brigade 
2004 - 2007. Appointed Col tA,  
HQ soinC (A) in oct 2009.  
Honorary Colonel of both 32nd signal  
Regiment (V) and Glasgow and 
strathclyde uotC. Appointed 

Chairman of lowland RFCA in Feb 2012. In civilian life a 
Company director of 3 sMes (main sMe being possilpark 
shotblasting); was a director of former poppyscotland and 
now a member of scottish advisory committee of tRBl; 
a member of trades House of Glasgow (late deacon 
Incorporation of Fleshers), an elder in the Church of scotland 
and involved with a number of charities.

Lieutenant Colonel C T Hillock 
RD* DL

(Chairman North West & Isle  
of Man RFCA)

Management Consultant based 
in the north West, previously a 
director of lloyds Brokerage and 
director of a clearing bank subsidiary. 

Commissioned in 1968 into the Royal Marines Reserve he 
ended his service as Commanding officer RMR Merseyside in 
1994 when he received the clasp to his Reserve decoration. 
After leaving the RMR he became a member of the Council 
for st John’s Ambulance Brigade. A member of the 
Association since 1994 and was a member of the Merseyside 
County employers liaison team (now Merseyside employer 
engagement Group) for 10 years. Appointed Association 
Vice Chairman Marines in 2000, a position held until his 
appointment as Chairman in 2008. In 2009 he was appointed 
as a deputy lieutenant for Merseyside.

Lieutenant General R V Brims CB 
CBE DSO DL

(Chairman North of England RFCA)

lt Gen Robin Brims was educated at 
Winchester and was commissioned 
into the light Infantry in 1970. After 
various military appointments he 
became Commander of the Field Army 

in 2005. since retiring from active duty in January 2008, he 
spends much of his time on the Veterans and welfare side of 
defence; he is a Board Member of noRCARe and an active 
member of several charities. He was Vice-Chancellor of the 
university of Kurdistan-Hawler in northern Iraq before retiring 
to his native north east and now lives at dalton, newcastle 

upon tyne. He is Honorary Colonel of 72 engr Regt (V) and 
northumbrian universities officers training Corps. He is also 
Chairman CRFCA Council.

Lieutenant Colonel D G Clarke 
OBE TD DL

(Chairman Wales RFCA)

Guy Clarke is a solicitor specialising in 
the property and charity sectors. He 
was managing partner at regional firm 
Morgan Cole, with offices across south 
Wales and the M4 corridor, for ten years. 

A former president of the Cardiff law society and member 
of the CBI Wales Council, he is currently treasurer of legal 
Wales. outside the law, Guy takes an interest in a number of 
charitable and third sector bodies including Cardiff university 
(where he chairs the audit committee) and the Institute of 
Welsh Affairs think tank of which he is a trustee.  
He is deputy chairman of the Governors at Christ College 
Brecon and a trustee of Wales’ largest cancer charity, 
tenovus. For over 30 years Guy was a member of the 
territorial Army latterly as a Battery Commander, Co of the 
Brigade specialist training team and as the so1 responsible 
for establishing the employer support function in Wales.

Colonel M Colville TD DL 

(Chairman East Midlands RFCA)

Col Colville was educated in northants 
and at Magdalen College, oxford and 
was commisioned into duke of 
Wellington’s Regiment in 1973. From 
1979 to date he has been principal 
partner of leicester office Furnishers. 

Appointed deputy lieutenant of leicestershire (1998), Justice 
of the peace (2000-2004), assumed appointment of deputy 
Brigade Commander (2002) and Vice lord-lieutenant (2013). 
Additional activities include Chairman of leicestershire & Rutland 
ABF the soldiers’ Charity and Honorary Colonel of the sherwood 
Rangers Yeomanry.

Colonel H N D Gill TD JP

(Chairman East Anglia RFCA)

A former Regular officer, on settling 
in norfolk, he joined the tA and filled 
a number of Regimental and staff 
appointments before command of  
6 RA. post command, he went on to 
be Comdt norfolk ACF for 6 years and 

then the first president of Cadet Force Commissions Board, 
Westbury. He is now semi-retired but as well as running his 

BOARD MEMBERS
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wholesale company and property management business, he 
has a range of other interests including school Governorship, 
a local Magistrate and is currently on the faculty of the uClH 
sponsored nHs staff College. Colonel Gill brings a depth of 
experience and understanding of Reserve and Cadet service, 
a detailed knowledge of the Region and a long association 
with eA RFCA.

Colonel S J Cartwright TD MBE 

(Chairman West Midland RFCA) 

Colonel stamford Cartwright spent 
much of his early career in the FMCG 
market. In the mid ‘80s he launched 
a business to supply products to 
housebuilders & developers which 
grew to become the largest supplier  

to this market. He was also a main board director of a plc  
and on the editorial panel of a national monthly magazine.  
He joined the tA in 1965 and filled a number of regimental 
& staff appointments before command. In retirement he 
maintains his links with the armed forces as chair of several 
service charities & trustee of several benevolent funds. He is 
also chair of a local military museum trust.

Colonel E G Cameron TD DL  

(Chairman Greater London RFCA) 

Colonel ewen Cameron took over 
as Chairman of Greater london 
RFCA in July 2010. A solicitor, he is a 
director of two property companies 
and specialises in commercial 
property investment. educated at 

oundle, Bristol university and sandhurst, he spent five years 
regular service with the 13th/18th Royal Hussars (QMo), 
commanded the Royal Wessex Yeomanry as a territorial and 
was subsequently Colonel, tA, in HQ london district. other 
appointments include: one of Her Majesty’s Body Guard of 
the Honourable Corps of Gentlemen at Arms; Representative 
deputy lieutenant for the london Borough of Wandsworth; 
liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Glovers and trustee 
of the RFCA pension Fund among others.

Colonel H K McAllister OBE TD 

(Chairman Northern Ireland RFCA) 

Joining the territorial Army in 1974 at 
Queens university otC, and serving 
with 5th (Volunteer) Battalion the 
Royal Irish Rangers (V), he became 
Colonel tA/deputy Commander 
107(ulster) Brigade in 2004 until 

disbandment in 2006. subsequently Colonel tA/Reserves  
HQ 39 Infantry Brigade 2006-2007. leaving almost 30 years 
of civilian dental practice in 2007 he has been on FtRs 
service with the defence dental service in n Ireland, also 
serving on operations in Bosnia and Iraq. Awarded the oBe 
in 1996, he is an officer Brother of the order of st John 
and holds the territorial Army decoration. In addition held 
the post of Hon Colonel Commandant Royal Army dental 
Corps (V) 2001-2007 and was appointed an Aide de Camp 
to Her Majesty the Queen 2004-2007. In 2008 appointed 
Hon Colonel 2nd nI Battalion Army Cadet Force. Currently 
Chairman ABF the soldiers Charity nI, Chairman the Royal 
Irish Rangers trustees and a member of the Board  
of Governors of lurgan College.

Colonel W M J Partridge TD DL 

(Chairman South East RFCA) 

Colonel partridge was commissioned 
from Cambridge university otC into 
the Royal Artillery in 1981, serving 
with 100 (Yeomanry) Regiment, 
which he commanded for two and 
a half years, until 1998. After that, 

he held several staff appointments, including tA Colonel, 
Royal Artillery and tA Colonel, 4th division. His last active 
post was in Reserve Forces & Cadets division in the Ministry 
of defence, where he sat as the Reservist member on the 
Cottam Review of the Reserve Forces. He has recently been 
appointed as Honorary Colonel, Kent ACF. He has practised 
company and commercial law for 30 years and is senior 
partner of a large firm of solicitors with offices in tunbridge 
Wells and the thames Gateway.

BOARD MEMBERS
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Key relationships and resources 
available 

the CRFCA and the RFCAs have key relationships 
with all funders/stakeholders and ultimately the Mod 
and parliament. As the RFCAs are closely linked to the 
Mod, long term views of parliament on the Mod and 
any subsequent Mod reviews are likely to affect the 
position of RFCAs. 

the CRFCA and the RFCAs themselves are dependent 
on the direction given by the defence Council and their 
stakeholders set out in Regulations, Annual plans and 
service level Agreements. strategic direction through 
the RFCA Customer Board provides direction out to 
4 years. Individual stakeholder direction and outputs 
are set in respective slAs and financial provision over 
the annual business cycle. At both levels, variations 
to outputs and policy are imposed on the Council of 
RFCAs and RFCAs as a result of the long term defence 
reviews (such as the sdsR, FR20, Army 2020 and 
dYeR) or as a result of the short term and increasing 
in-year financial imperatives. 

the resources available to the RFCAs are mainly 
provided by key stakeholders through the CRFCA 
in the form of funding (grant-in-aid and grants) and 
some use of the volunteer estate for RFCA HQ staff. 
However, additional resources are created through 
RFCA regionally generated income. All resources are 
managed in accordance with Mod and HMt rules and 
regulations, e.g. Managing public Money. 

Risk 

price Risk

RFCAs are subject increasingly to inflationary pressures, 
in-year increases in postage and market price 
fluctuations, in particular for utilities negotiated through 
the Mod contract and other non-negotiable costs such 
as non-domestic rates. this is further compounded by 
opening control totals not including previous financial 
year Winter supplementary risk buyouts. RFCAs are 
managing this risk by forecasting price increases using 
market data and producing early four year planning 
round bids to reflect requirements. economies of scale 
and environmental Management measures continue to 
be investigated. 

Credit Risk 

Credit risk within RFCAs is relatively low due to the 
minimal amount of sales made and the requirement for 
upfront payment of any lettings/wider market activities 
agreed. the delivery of WMI Guidance and increased 
use of the events booking system and sales ledger 
on sYMpHonY, combined with a more effective and 
corporate marketing approach through Alternative 
Venues, has assisted further on the management of 
sales and debtors. 

liquidity Risk  

the RFCAs liquidity risk is also low due to the planned 
disposal of assets. Vehicles are disposed of as per 
the RFCAs’ vehicle replacement programme and sold 
through a variety of options: trade in, sale, auction or 
internal sale (e.g. to another cadet unit). therefore the 
expected sale value is frequently met. other fixed asset 
disposals, i.e. the volunteer estate, are disposed of in 
accordance with defence Infrastructure organisation 
(dIo) plans and the liquidity risk lies with them. 

Counter party Risk   

due to the financial climate, RFCAs continue to face 
counter party risk (i.e. the risk of a contractor/supplier 
not being able to provide the goods/services due to 
going into liquidation). this risk has however been 
significantly reduced by the maintenance of an approved 
contractor list through the pre-qualification questionnaire 
process. 
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Cash Flow Risk   

RFCAs cash flow risk is managed by the drawdown 
process. At the beginning of the FY the drawdown 
timetable for each Accounting period is sent out to each 
RFCA and funder. this provides the basis for each Ap 
drawdown financial instruction which instructs RFCAs 
to drawdown their actual requirement for the upcoming 
month. the consolidated drawdown is then submitted 
to funders by CRFCA. the main cash flow risk lies in late 
payment by funders, however to combat this RFCAs 
and CRFCA take the following actions:

employee Involvement   

the actions taken throughout the year to achieve 
employee awareness of financial factors affecting the 
RFCAs and to encourage employee involvement were 
as follows: 

Going Concern    

the RFCAs are a going concern organisation on the 
grounds that current and future sources of funding (as 
confirmed in the Annual Business Cycle and indicative 
Control totals) or support will be more than adequate 
for the RFCAs needs. A period of twelve months from 
the date of approval of the financial statements was 
considered in this assessment.

payment policy     

the RFCAs policy on payments is in accordance with 
Managing public Money that states: “public sector 
organisations are also bound by the late payment of 
Commercial debts (Interest) Act 1988 (as amended by 
the late payment of Commercial debt Regulations 
2002 (sI 1674)). It provides a statutory right for suppliers 
to claim interest on late payments of commercial debt. 
payment is regarded as late if made outside the agreed 
terms, or where no terms are agreed, 30 days after 
receipt of a valid invoice. public sector organisations 
should note any expenditure made outside these terms 
should be exceptional and noted in resource accounts.” 
Additionally RFCAs adhere to the Government’s Better 
payment practice Code which requires that timing of 
payments should reflect the following four principles:

disability discrimination Act (ddA)  
and Mod policy

the department’s policy on employing disabled people 
is underpinned by the disability discrimination Act 1995 
(ddA) and follow-up amendments to the ddA. the 
ddA goes further than just anti-discrimination legislation 
and actually requires employers to take action e.g. 
reasonable adjustments. Further information can be 
found in dIn 2006dIn02-174: pI 64/06: Factsheet on 
the disability discrimination Act. 

  Confirm control totals throughout the year to ensure 
drawdown submissions are within budget. 

  Profile Non-Domestic Rates payments on the NDR 
module within SYMPHONY to provide an accurate 
cash flow requirement. 

  Forecast all requirements using past trends and 
current data/situations. 

  Maintain a safeguard of 2 weeks operating expenses 
at month end, as endorsed in the Financial 
Framework. 

  Use the aged debtors list on the SYMPHONY  
Sales Ledger. 

  Complete detailed cash flow plans for capital 
projects to ensure funding is received prior to when 
part/certificate payments are required. 

  Re-profile cash flow when necessary and at each 
quarterly finance meeting against known and 
adjusted CTs. 

   Agree payment terms at the outset of a contract and 
abide by them. 

 Explain the payment procedures to suppliers. 

  Pay invoices in accordance with any contract agreed 
with the supplier, or as required by law. 

  Tell suppliers without delay when any invoice 
is contested, and settle quickly on receiving a 
satisfactory response.  

   Financial position, in year pressures and planning 
round measures were continually reported and 
formally reported and updated to Chief Executives 
quarterly at the XB/XB(I), to Finance Officers 
quarterly at the Finance Review Meetings and to 
Heads of Estates in their quarterly meetings. 

  Spend to save measures encouraged and 
communicated to Chief Executives, Heads of 
Estates, Facilities Managers and Finance Officers. 

  Continual updates of funding timelines to 
Finance Officers to assist in managing cash flow, 
through monthly financial instructions, drawdown 
programmes and monthly budget adjustments. 

 Appropriate training.  
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Output One Alpha 

Advice and support to the defence Council

the principal achievement has been the extensive 
engagement across the Reserves Forces of the 
external scrutiny Group that is charged with 
providing an annual report to the secretary of state 
for defence on the process of implementation of 
FR20, and also providing assurance to parliament. 
the group visited a cross section of units across all 
three services providing observations and advice 
through direct feedback and the summary of this 
work will be captured in their second report that is 
due to go to Ministers in June 2014 and will be laid in 
the Houses of parliament. during the implementation 
phases the RFCA accepted considerable additional 
responsibility to support single service recruiting 
through an increased employer support structure that 
saw them taking on enhanced secretariat roles for the 
regional Boards and a considerable uplift in support 
to primarily Army activity under op FoRtIFY, funding 
this through Regionally Generated Income where 
necessary. the close relationships between RFCAs 
with devolved governments have remained particularly 
relevant, especially where devolved representatives 
were voluntary members of the Associations. the 
provision of such advice and guidance was facilitated 
by the continued close linkage between the CRFCA 
and the Mod and senior FlCs. Membership of 
both national and regional tri-service command and 
management boards by RFCA Chief executives and 
national Resource directors continued to assist in this 
transparency. Ce CRFCA has been a key member of 
the FR 20 programme Board providing insight into the 
delivery process.

Ce CRFCA continues to be an important member of 
the CoBseo Board and has improved linkages with all 
tri-service welfare charities. Regional linkages to service 
charities have continued to be strong as too have 
engagement with Community Covenant initiatives which 
are planned to be absorbed into the dRM. 

the voluntary membership of the Associations and 
the CRFCA are now in the fourth of their five year 
schemes of Association and will be reviewed during 
2015. the emphasis on that voluntary commitment of 
all Association members to both national and regional 
committees and working groups, such as the Regional 
employer engagement Groups (ReeG), has multiplied 
over the year and is now seen as a primary factor in 
delivering key messages. the continued support of 
our Association presidents and Vice-presidents – the 
lord-lieutenants – has been pivotal to our links to 
our communities and has supported delivering the 
messages of the FR20 announcement to the Reserves 
and their employers. Moreover linkages to local Mps 
have strengthened through regional briefings and visits 
to the palace of Westminster.

Key successes: 

FY2013/14 Key Achievements

   Defence Relationship Organisation IOC  
(funded by RF&C).

  Expanded ES structure across RFCA regions in 
support of regional Brigades (within resources).

  First report of the ESG (comprising primarily 
volunteer membership at RFCA Board level each 
contributing some 25 days of pro-bono support).

  Supported the concurrent revision all five primary 
Service Level Agreements (routinely a five year  
cycle activity).

  Delivered RFCA Strategic and Business Plans in 
accordance with Strategic direction (a significant 
step forward in underpinning operational output 
through the Customer Board). 
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Output One Bravo 

provide support to operations – ‘Home 
And Away’

despite the drawdown of forces in Afghanistan, the 
support to operations, particularly to all our mobilised 
volunteer reserves, remains a high priority. RFCAs have 
continued to provide suitable Ve for regional authority 
Resilience demands where requested.

the saBRe campaign has continued to deliver 
employer support at RFCA level providing the vital 
linkage between the serviceman and the employer. In 
addition it has delivered the conduit for the delivery 
of the FR20 proposition both at national and regional 
level. the routine work of supporting reservists in 
dispute resolution has also continued albeit at a 
reduced quantity commensurate with the reduction in 
mobilisations. In addition to our increasing close links 
to service welfare charities, the RFCAs have expanded 
their role in adapting the homes of injured servicemen 
with single service direct grant funding now being the 
norm. the RFCA support to welfare and in particular 
to injured servicemen has continued throughout the 
year2 with increasing single service projects being 
delivered locally. Further funding from the Haig Homes, 
Help For Heroes and regional Government has also 
been received. this rewarding work, using our skilled 
regional estate staff, continues to demonstrate the utility 
of the RFCAs in support of post-mobilisation delivery. 
Here also the close RFCA links with the Army Recovery 
Capability (ARC), and in particular the personnel 
Recovery units (pRu), means that the Associations can 
continue to act as regional welfare support hubs when 
required: a role that will be further enhanced through 
the dRM. our continuity and regional knowledge means 
that this important role of post-mobilisation aftercare is 
an ideal opportunity for the RFCAs. 

Key successes:

2A significant undertaking that sits outside the formal slA tasks and has delivered over 150 projects over three years

   In year delivery of 81 ISLA projects to time and cost 
totalling £3,636,552 (Direct funding from DInfra and 
charities for tasks sitting outside the formal SLAs).

  Reorganising of the RFCA ES structures to 
accommodate Op Entirety surge of Army recruiting 
providing formal secretariat to REEBs (multiple in 
some regions). 

  Support to the UK Reserve Forces Association 
through a part-time Secretary General, secretariat 
and Director of Resources providing substantial 
additional support facilitating UK based 
competitions and overseas training opportunities  
for tri-Service reserves (outside formal SLA).

  £4M of Regionally Generated Income invested into 
the VE and cadet estate.
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Output One Charlie  

provide Facilities Management services 

sustainability Reporting was introduced in 12/13 
in order to meet the public sector requirements for 
FReM reporting, and follows the guidance laid down 
in HM treasury sustainability Reporting 12/13 and 
Greening Government Commitments. It is intended 
to show transparency, consistency for comparative 
purposes, and accuracy. Currently some of the required 
information is not separately collected and collated and 
estimates have been used. In such cases separate cost 
codes will be required in future years in order to improve 
accuracy. It should be noted that utilities consumption 
is already reported to dIo for data collection and 
reporting, Cadet support Vehicle mileages are 
forwarded to Brigades for data collection and emissions 
reporting, and water consumption is reported to dIo 
by project Aquatrine service providers. the figures in 
the sustainability Report are used to monitor RFCA 
performance only.

RFCA sustainability Report for the Year 
ended 31 March 2014

Sustainable Procurement and Construction. RFCAs 
are required to meet the BReAAM excellent (defence 
dReAAM equivalent) in all new builds. this scheme 
covers waste generation and disposal, environmental 
impact, land use, and rewards low transport use and 
reduced running costs.

Environmental Management System. the eMs 
has been rolled out and most Facility Managers/
environmental Advisors have been trained in its 
use, including assessing typical RFCA scenarios for 
environmental impact. surveys of the Ve are now 
underway to assess risk, introduce controls and monitor 
progress against targets.

Utilities Payment. dIo has taken over the direct 
payment of all Mod utilities, transferring all accounts 
apart from RFCAs onto the ACCoMModAte system 
used by Accommodation support units (Asus). RFCAs 
are deemed to be competent to manage their own 
utilities procurement, verification and bill payment for 
the medium term. Asus are moving to e-billing and 
e-tariffs, loaded automatically into ACCoMModAte, 
which should result in faster invoice receipt, validation 
and payment.

Transport. RFCAs remain responsible for the 
procurement, operation and disposal of the Army Cadet 
support Vehicles. there is an expectation that a trial for 
project pheonix (the Mod white fleet delivery) will be 
conducted under the control of HQ sp Comd during 
2014/15. RFCAs have been given assurances that 
any transfer to central contract would be subject to a 
thorough trial and Investment Appraisal.
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energy generation and saving measures at Altcar training Camp. 

edF energy - energy services team recently managed 
the installation of a 49.9 kilowatt peak (kWp – the rate 
at which a solar module generates energy at peak 
performance) solar pV (photo Voltaic panels) and the 
upgrade of the external lighting system at the Altcar 
training Camp. the 49.9 kWp array and external led 
lighting upgrade (both pictured) are expected to reduce 
the energy bill of the site by around £17,000 a year, 
taking into account energy savings from this system and 
the associated feed-in tariff payments. the payback for 
the project is expected in less than 10 years. 

We wanted to lower the energy bill, to reduce 
the carbon footprint and to give additional 
security of energy supply. In April last year 
B2B’s energy services team undertook a two 
day survey at Altcar to help identify different 
energy efficiency measures to suit these needs.

  Performance Commentary (inc. measures)

  RFCA has adopted the Mod target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25% on 2009 figures by 2015.  All consumption and 
emissions reporting is carried out separately via dIo; figures provided from symphony. one obvious benefit from the life Cycle 
Replacement of older heating boilers across the estate has been the overall reduction in gas consumption, reducing cost, waste and 
adding to our reduction in the carbon footprint in line with Government sustainability targets. unfortunately increased use, or sweating, 
of the estate has increased our lighting requirement and thereby increased consumption of electricity. that increase is despite a wide 
ranging programme to increase the quantity of led energy saving lights, showing that complacency in meeting energy reduction targets 
is not an option.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FY10/11 FY11/12 FY12/13 FY13/14 ANALYSIS

 total gross emissions – 55 50 49

 total net emissions – – – –

 Gross emissions scope 1 direct 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.8

 Gross emissions scope 2&3  – – – –

 electricity: non-renewable – 45.2 44.5 46.2

 electricity: Renewable – – – –

 Gas – 162.9 136.7 124.7

 lpG – – – –

 other – – – –

 expenditure on energy 11.2 11.8 13.6 13.9

 CRC licence expenditure  – – – –

 expenditure on accredited offset – – – –

 expenditure on official  1 0.9 0.9 0.8 
 business travel
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Related Energy 
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WASTE

WATER

Scope 1 – gross emissions from Cadet minibuses and Allocated vehicle business use 
Scope 2 and 3 – gross emissions on RFCA staff business travel using public transport (to be captured when required and once an efficient recording tool is 
investigated and developed) 

 Performance Commentary (inc. measures)

  Waste quantities remain static but we have a target of 34% reduction by 2020. RFCAs have been using central Mod contracts for 
hazardous waste disposal, and some Associations also have waste removed from Army Reserve Centres under Mod contract. 

 Controllable Impacts Commentary

  A standard methodology for measuring and reporting waste is to be developed over the next 12 months. the first Army Reserve Centre 
to report under Mod tRasH system is now in place and it is intended to roll out further in the coming year.

 Overview of Influenced Impacts

  Main effort remains in educating units to segregate waste and use correct channels for hazardous and non-hazardous, and recording 
waste quantities by site.

 Controllable Impacts Commentary

 the Ve is not included in dIo spend to save funding, RFCAs are therefore reliant on limited RGI spending for efficiency measures 
 Increased availability of VtC and pH2 is reducing the need to travel but It developments are not yet keeping pace with the need for 
 change. Combining meetings and Working Groups in one location has also reduced the necessity for travel. 

 Overview of influenced impacts

 FR20 studies on Future Reserve basing options does take energy efficiency of existing buildings into account, the next stepped reduction  
 in utilities consumption can only be achieved with a reduced footprint. utility suppliers have attended larger sites to propose energy   
 reduction projects which may be rolled out across Associations.

 Performance Commentary (inc. measures)

  RFCAs represent 2% of total Mod water consumption equating to 460,000m3/yr. Along with Mod, targets for a 34% reduction by 2020 
have already been met.

  Controllable Impacts Commentary

  early reporting and repairing of leaks helps reduce consumption but only by reducing the size of the Ve will substantial economies result.

  Overview of Influenced Impacts

  only the top 150 sites will be given funding for water saving measures. RFCAs to work with Aquatrine service providers to secure small 
investment in savings measures for building internals.
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Output Two  

support to the tri-service Cadet Forces, 
Combined Cadet Forces and Youth 

this year we have, once again, by whatever metrics are 
applied, either achieved or surpassed the established 
requirements for the administration and delivery of 
support to the Cadet Forces under the terms of the 
service level Agreements with each of the single 
services but primarily with the Army and Air Cadets.  
the significant support provided to the sea Cadet 
Corps is not underpinned by an slA or Mou but work 
is underway to have a formal agreement in place in the 
next reporting year.

defence Youth engagement Review – 
Implementation

the establishment of the defence Youth engagement 
Review (dYeR) Implementation team, last autumn, has 
resulted in a significant amount of interaction in the 
committees and workshops associated with each of 
the work streams. the degree of consultation has been 
extensive and it has become clear that even in the areas 
where it might have been anticipated that ‘quick wins’ 
could be achieved, the many vagaries involved with the 
dealing with the requirements of the Mod sponsored 
voluntary youth organisations has meant that progress 
has been, understandably, measured. 

Cadet expansion into schools 

the Cadet expansion into schools programme (Cep) 
continues to be the area for which the RFCAs, in 
england, have been delivering a ‘valued added’ service 
which does not formally sit within our slAs. Yet this 
area has experienced an almost unprecedented level 
of ministerial attention by both the department for 
education and the Ministry of defence.

the RFCA employed school Cadet expansion officers 
(sCeos) together with the RFCA employed ‘Mod 
representative’ in the Joint Mod/dfore team have 
been at the very vanguard in the delivery of the target 
of 100 new units in schools. Acting in the capacity of 
the Mod Agent the sCeos visit and guide the schools, 
which have expressed an interest in having a cadet 
unit, through the application process. these posts are 
funded until 31 Mar 2016 but political expectation may 
make it necessary for the sCeo posts to run beyond 
the period for which they are currently funded.  

the sCeos function has been far from easy as  
the whole issue of developing new units, on this  
basis, has necessitated modifications to the original 
scheme of manoeuvre as issued in the initial Cadet 
expansion directive. 

It can be reported that the achievement of the target 
is on track although there are concerns that the 
unintended consequences of accommodating the 
expansion requirement could have an effect on the 
current operating model for the existing CCFs. It 
is highly likely that the current arrangements, most 
specifically to the funding model, will need to evolve  
to meet the expansion into state schools.

A separate initiative in scotland has been piloted in 
collaboration with 51 Brigade as part of an ‘intervention 
programme’. In 3 schools ACF linked detachments have 
been established. the school detachments Broxburn, 
Hawick and Kilmarnock are now well into their second 
academic year. the pilots had hoped for their cadets/
students to achieve their 1-2* Army proficiency 
Certificate (ApC) by easter 2013 at the earliest or by 
annual camp in the summer. this plan has however 
proved to be ambitious and so the achievement of 1* 
and some of 2* in Year 1 and completing 2* in Year 
2 is the revised plan. pupils, however, did complete 
the sQA Intermediate 1 qualification in uniformed and 
emergency services as planned. A fresh cohort is 
now embarked on the programme at Hawick and at 
Broxburn; and both schools have selected a number  
of pupils from the 12/13 course to undertake a further 
year of cadet training so that they achieve more 
qualifications and greater benefit from the experience. 
this extension to the programme is being funded by 
scottish Government.

West lowland Battalion ACF have established a 
relationship with Carrick Academy through which out-
of-school cadet achievement is blended with in-school 
subjects so that the cadets qualify for sQA level 4 
uniformed and emergency services at school. In this 
pilot, most of the cadets attend Carrick Academy rather 
than a range of schools. the detachment CFAVs teach 
the ApC syllabus during evenings and weekends thus 
there are no additional costs. It is anticipated that up  
to 26 cadets at Carrick Academy will attain uniformed 
and emergency services national 4 Certificate award in 
the spring.
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  The Cadet Expansion into Schools Programme is on track to achieve 100 new cadet units in schools by Autumn   
 2015 with the RFCA employed School Cadet Expansion Officers delivering face to face liaison with all schools 
 expressing an interest to join the initiative.

  Scottish schools Cadet Intervention Programme funding through the Scottish Government obtained by Lowland 
RFCA.

 West Lowland Battalion ACF in partnership with Carrick School has blended out-of-school cadet achievement   
 with in-school subjects so that cadets can get SQA Level 4 Uniformed and Emergency Services at school.

 The CRFCA has taken the lead to ensure that the professional support staff, that require accredited Safeguarding  
 Training, are trained to meet the requirements of the role of Designated Safeguarding Officers. 

  RFCAs hosted and funded debating selection heats across the country prior to a World War 1 debate in the 
House of Lords attended by 150 cadets and 80 veterans.

  CRFCA is a major supporter through the Youth United Foundation, in helping deliver the Department for 
Communities and Local Government’s Social Inclusion Programme, focusing on areas of acute social deprivation.

example successes:
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designated safeguarding officers

the importance placed upon the RFCAs in the 
pursuance of the duties assigned within the slAs can 
be demonstrated in no better fashion than to point to 
one of the roles to be undertaken by the Army Cadet 
Force professional support staff and in particular the 
Cadet executive officer (Ceo). Within the general 
responsibilities placed upon the Ceo the following is 
found within one sub paragraph of the ACF Manual:

‘Implementation of and compliance with legislation and 
regulations for all matters relating to security, sHeF and 
duty of care towards children.’

In order to be compliant with just one aspect of the 
above, the RFCAs have ensured that the Ceos have 
received nspCC accredited training as designated 
safeguarding officers. In this capacity it is the Ceo that 
ensures the statutory responsibility to make Referrals, 
to the disclosure and Barring service, on the occasion 
of any safeguarding breaks that result in the removal of 
adult volunteers (and where it occurs, employed staff) 
from the Army Cadet Force as the organisation falls 
within the parameters of a Regulated Activity. 

It should also be noted that this training was first 
undertaken a full 2 years before the Army had 
developed its own safeguarding policy document.   
In July 2013 refresher training took place with the Ceos 
with the delivery of training provided by the director of 
Cadets and Youth in collaboration with the nspCC.   
In addition to the refresher training a separate half day 
session was spent with the Ceos to run through the 
newly introduced safeguarding training presentation 
which is now delivered by the County Commandants 
or Ceos to all adult volunteers. the Ceo as the 
designated safeguarding officer is at the very heart 
of all matters relating to safeguarding and their ability 
to effectively deliver this requirement has only been 
possible through the vision and foresight of the Council 
to ensure that the staff members are trained and able 
to provide the best possible service to our customers; 
once again demonstrating our ability to react to the 
requirement and be proactive in delivery. 

Cadet Highlights 

every year, the lord speaker of the House of lords 
invites young people from across the uK to take part 
in a debate event. For 2013, the seventh annual event, 
the theme was defence and Remembrance. on Friday 
29 november, 150 tri-service cadets and 80 veterans 
were asked to debate, ‘one hundred years after World 
War one, what is its legacy for the uK and how does 
it shape the nation today?’ Regional talking days and 
selection heats were held in the run up to the event. 

these events were hosted and funded by the RFCAs  
in facilities that ranged from town Halls university 
debating chambers across the uK. the Regional  
events gave the cadets and veterans from the Royal 
British legion (RBl) the chance to meet, share 
experiences and discuss issues central to the debate.  
the events were supported by the english speaking 
union and ensured that all participants, whether they 
went on to the House of lords event or not, were fully 
engaged in the whole piece. 

Cadets continue to be very active within their local 
communities and it is notable that the County of Kent 
has been able to establish a specific Cadet Community 
Covenant Initiative in partnership with Canterbury 
College which, as a ‘national First’, has enabled a 
firm base to advertise the Movement’s spirit of fun, 
excitement, adventure and community service. this 
is typical of the activities that enhance the reputation 
of Cadet Forces across specific RFCA regions and 
nationally. the RFCAs not only support but promote 
the cadets, from all 3 services, in activities that range 
from working within the local community to the provision 
of refreshment stands at major sporting events. Many 
of these activities are formally recognised at the lord 
lieutenants’ events which are organised, managed 
and delivered across the uK, in consultation with the 
lieutenancy, by the respective RFCAs. 

new Joint Cadet Centres (JCCs)

In order to realise the intent of the Mod, dIo and the 
single services, every opportunity is being made to 
develop joint cadet centres and move ‘2 into one’ 
whenever possible. over this reporting period several 
JCCs have been commissioned including Blairgowrie in  
the Highlands and Gillingham in the south east. 

Youth 

the CRFCA has played a major part in supporting the 
delivery of programmes managed by the Youth united 
Foundation on behalf of both the Army and Air Cadet 
organisations. the targets established for increasing 
cadet participation as part of the of the department  
for Communities and local Government (dClG), social 
Inclusion programme (sIp) are all on line to be achieved. 
these increases have specifically be made within the 
dClG nominated areas of high social deprivation which 
we have been able to employ development officers  
to support work in Manchester, Birmingham and the 
north east. 
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Output Three  

support to Recruiting  

For a further year, activity levels continued to be 
constrained by a lack of direct resourcing. However, 
Associations have continued to develop a close 
working relationship with their respective Rpp Regional 
operations Managers and as such have been better 
able to focus their support, within the context of op 
FoRtIFY. despite this, the situation has remained largely 
unchanged with Associations reporting that much more 
could have been achieved had they received relatively 
small cash injections to prime the pumps of their 
regional support. thus once again, our ability to shape 
the regional recruiting battle space has relied largely 
upon those Associations who could afford to deploy a 
proportion of their RGI towards recruiting positive activity, 
within the priorities set by the Customer Board that saw 
the majority of the RGI drawn into supporting the estate. 
Working closely with the Rpp Regional operations 
Managers, this activity has included typically, local pR 
campaigns, financial support to unit level local recruiting 
initiatives, Fresher’s Fairs and Community engagement 
events with a peripheral recruiting spin-off.  

these activities, usually at relatively low cost (less than 
£1K) provide a proportionally high impact. that said, 
as a rule Associations have only funded items/events 
that cannot or will not be funded through Capita Rpp.  
Meanwhile, in an effort to bottom out how the RFCA’s 
support (and resources) can continue to be deployed 
post Rpp FoC, negotiations with the Rpp/Capita staff 
have continued. the team at upavon have recognised 
that the RFCA’s intimate knowledge of the Volunteer 
estate, past experience, cost effectiveness and flexibility 
play a key role at the local and regional levels and that 
the RFCA’s existing Recruiting support output can 
complement, as well as dovetail safely into the Rpp’s 
operating solution without causing a conflict of interest. 
this remains an unfunded activity within the slAs.

example successes:

   NI RFCA forum attended by NI local Health Ministry and five health trusts, nursing college etc, two Army Reserve 
Med Regiments and RNR and RAF Reserve squadrons to co-ordinate medical reserve recruiting across NI.

  London City Briefing Dinner: 45 ‘future leaders’, aged between 25-35 from FTSE top 100 hosted by Reservists  
of the same age group.

  Cardiff Business Club opportunity provided for CAS to address key business leaders in Wales sponsored by  
WA RFCA.

  Y&H RFCA provision of media agency to assist unit PROs in supporting recruiting for cadets and reserves utilising 
RGI.
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Output Four  

Assistance to Community engagement  
& Representation    

the emphasis for Community engagement has shifted 
extensively towards providing the envelope within which 
the expanded community relationships, that have been 
demanded by the recruiting challenge, have operated. An 
intensive tempo driven largely by Army recruiting through 
op FoRtIFY has resulted in multiple events sponsored 
by RFCAs or jointly with Regional Brigades with RFCA 
membership proving extensive presence to push the 
message that despite the drawdown in Afghanistan, 
defence, and the Army in particular, is still recruiting.  
this remains an unfunded activity within the slA.

significant work on the future of Community engagement 
is being driven by the Army, through HQ support 
Command, which is developing the new eight point 
Civil engagement Model, the understanding Community 
engagement (uCe) It programme, which records 
activities, and methods by which the success of Civil 
engagement can be measured more effectively. RFCAs 
are providing valuable assistance to these developments.

the exploitation of the good messages within the White paper 
were the medium for coordinated networking across the 
regions, and RFCAs are now actively seeking to review their 
membership to ensure that they are able to better support 
the functional areas inherent in the RFCA strategic direction. 
this is already being achieved by proactive targeting of co-
opted members to support specific strategic outputs.

Regional support to the chains of command continues 
to increase across a widening spectrum; facilitating 
regional and local Armed Forces Community Covenants 
and military civilian partnerships, identifying key civilian 
personnel for service civil engagement events and 
supporting the transition of service leavers into the 
community. Community engagement in its widest sense 
sets the conditions for employer support and therefore 
the engagement of the reservist employers is an integral 
component of the delivery of civil engagement that 
will increase in importance as part of the expansion of 
the reserve forces. support to veterans has involved 
signposting to service charities and highlighting veteran 
issues to service Veteran and pensions Advisory Forums 
and the service personnel and Veterans Agency. the use 
of the RFCA contact database has proved invaluable in 
these areas. 

   Input of £80,000 of RGI in support of CE events nationwide.

  County briefings organised for every RFCA to brief members and co-opted invites with specific regard to the  
WP messaging.

  A Drumhead Service, funded by GL RFCA, was held at The Royal Hospital Chelsea on 28 June in the presence 
of HM the Queen, HRH The Duke of Edinburgh and HRHs Prince Edward, Prince Michael of Kent and Princess 
Alexandra, attended by over a 1,000 guests with over 500 youngsters from all of the YOU organisations.

  Employer engagement event in Mansion House, hosted by the Lord Mayor and funded by GL RFCA from RGI. 
Attended by 50 City senior managers and led by Hd DRFC with input from GOC LONDIST.

  Continued support for Veterans Associations including accommodating SPVA and numerous service charities 
at no loss cost.

  Support service presentation teams with venues and RGI for events

  165,910 SERFCA web hits in 2013/14 and significantly boosted due to high use of Social Media.

 Online newsletter forwarded to all digital channels and email distribution lists. Currently 3,712 hits last quarter of FY.

  4,874 followers on Twitter; 2,724 hits on YouTube, with 6 videos uploaded in last quarter; 4,170 followers on 
Facebook within last 3 months of FY with a weekly reach of 5,400

example successes:

Air Vice-Marshal paul luker, Chief executive CRFCA, 
and General John Crackett, Assistant Chief of defence 
staff (Reserves &Cadets), mark the signing of the RFCA 
Corporate Covenant
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Output Five  

personnel and Financial Management    

At the strategic level, the Customer Board’s 4 Year 
strategic plan provided the context for the CRFCA 4 
Year Corporate plan and allowed the CRFCA Business 
plan to incorporate the top level objectives. the CRFCA 
Business plan 2013/2014 was based on the extant slAs 
However these have been subject to review throughout 
the period aiming to be complete in order to inform 
planning for FY 15/16.

Internal governance continued to improve with 
programmed activities of the CRFCA Audit Committee 
which examined the RFCAs capability to manage 
fraud and error. this identified a number of areas for 
clarification and improvement that are being addressed 
through management response plans and reassured 
the AC of the current good practices in place. the legal 
status of the CRFCA remains unresolved although the 
Customer Board had stated the intent to resolve this 
issue in order to allow the consolidated accounts to 
proceed to nAo audit for FY13/14. this has not been 
resolved and therefore we still await the move to nAo 
audit. RFCA Regulations 2009 are awaiting ratification 
by the dMB including the final version of section 4 
(estates). the Financial Framework was finalised and 
signed by HQ Army and the Ce CRFCA and became 
the RFCAs governance document for FY13/14 onwards. 
We continue to meet the nAo requirements to be FReM 
compliant. 

In resource planning and budgetary terms, we again 
experienced late provision of budgets, particularly 
prevalent in the last quarter of the FY, in which an 
excessive amount of minor new works (MnW) tasks 
were placed onto our account, a high proportion of 
which had to be receipted into the following year. 
despite the continued reduction in the budget for estate 
management, an increase in ad-hoc project work 
including Betterment and IslA projects saw our funding 
income increase from FY2012/13 by 10%, £11 million to 
£122,427,831. despite the continued difficult commercial 
market, regionally generated income added a further 
£7,785,872 to the budget realising a final income budget 
of £130,213,703. total expenditure was £129,754,150 
producing a narrow variance of £459,553 income over 
expenditure. We remained within our 2% GiA operating 
reserve figures. 

significant Achievements: 

the pay and personnel Committee has continued to 
provide HR governance with important membership 
and advice from our trade union representative. We 
have seen relative stability across manning with the only 
notable changes being the reinstitution of the employer 
support Aos in Iine with op FoRtIFY and an increase 
in cadet expansion staff as covered in output 2. the 
RFCAs maintain a very lean staff, never more than two 
deep in an effort to drive fixed overheads to a minimum, 
which requires external sMe to be brought in when 
in-house staff do not have the key skills. employer 
support staff have been particularly challenged especially 
in the face a of hugely expanded Army recruiting 
effort that has meant that exisiting RFCA RsCds have 
face an exponential increase in contacts and a major 
coordination role. project HAldAne2 (pH2 completed 
migration to the 13 RFCAs and saBRe on target in 
March 2014) and the cadet element will deliver a single 
networked capability to the County HQs permanent 
support staff. this cutting- edge tech cloud based 
network has provided new ways of working particularly 
for estates staff. the accreditation has seen the RFCA 
solution leading the Mod in technological development 
and this has demanded proof of concepts at every stage 
however the Mod is now looking to adopt some of these 
proven options as a result. 

Key successes:

   Delivery of PH2 on time and with additional 
capability as a result of dynamic Rapid Application 
Development.

  Extension of the PH2 programme to embrace all 
ACF PSS across 57 counties.

  Employment of Schools Cadet Expansion Officers 
and also Central Staff (3 within HQ Sp Comd) on 
behalf of the DofE and the Army.

  Accepted ownership and development responsibility 
from RF&C for the Salesforce Employer Engagement 
database.
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As the principal top level Budget holder for the Reserve 
estate, the defence Infrastructure organisation is pivotal 
in determining the future laydown, development and 
maintenance of the estate. dIo has come to the end of 
its radical reorganisation referred to as the enhanced 
operating Model and we are still feeling our way into 
those affects for the Reserve estate. Most practices 
remain unchanged; the Capital build programme, 
Forward Maintenance Register and statutory/
Mandatory Inspections, tests and Works remain the 
same irrespective of the overarching structure. the dIo 
initiative next Generation estates Contract has until 
now left the Reserve estate unaffected, but in itself it 
presents a number of improvements in carrying out the 
more fundamental maintenance tasks. the more we 
can streamline our practices and align to the nGeC 
model used on the rest of the defence estate, the more 
able we are to secure funding and the more able ‘one 
Army’ (navy/Air) will understand how to use the estate 
to its best advantage. this work is against the backdrop 
of discussions around a new 5 year service level 
Agreement with dIo and most of these reporting and Key 
performance Indicator changes will be captured therein.

In line with the nGeC model, our funding structure has 
now changed. previously the Reserve estate was funded 
as against an agreed planned Maintenance programme 
and direction to maintain or improve the quality of the 
estate where possible. unfortunately, as with all public 
spending, that model was deemed unaffordable and 
the consequent fracture of a single Control total into 
several budgets from which to bid leads to a complex 
funding system – with both benefits and risks. dIo fund 
to MAIntAIn and sustAIn but funding to ReneW 
based on a new or changed requirement is bid by 
Brigades/Wing/navy Cmd into the dIo strategic Asset 
and programming team to release funds – which are 
generally an additional single service inject. Amongst the 
complexity this has also drawn the customer back into 
intimate involvement with their funded projects and the 
overall requirement. 

one consequence of this change is in order to satisfy the 
requirements of op FoRtIFY. this has led to significant 
inward investment directed and agreed by the single 
services to improve the quality of the estate as viewed 
by those new recruits we are trying to attract and 
consider life as a Reservist. the consequence of which 
is an additional £7.5m spent on planned maintenance 

on redecoration or improved ablutions that would not 
otherwise have received funding. that accounts for 
331 tasks on 161 Army Reserve Centres at an average 
cost of £22.5k. this represents a huge amount of work 
with late in-year funding, approved in september, to 
achieve a significant advance for the estate and the FR20 
recruitment targets.

Future Reserve 2020 also saw a change in nomenclature; 
territorial Army was replaced with Army Reserve. one 
impact of which was the removal of all existing tA Centre 
street signage and the addition of large red background 
‘Army Reserve Centre’ signage to all 377 sites. Another 
in year task that amounted to £780k of expenditure 
and a whole new understanding of the vagaries of local 
authority procurement processes; a task to which the 
RFCAs rose with considerable success and that was 
significantly enabled by their intimate stewardship of the 
Ve and close connections with the lA.

In recognition of an intolerable risk HQ Army and HQ 
support Command came together with the support of 
CRFCA and the RFCAs to deliver an ambitious project 
of upgrades to CCF armouries on school sites. these 
include upgrades to the building fabric, racking and alarm 
systems. We have a current budget of 2.74m but this is 
conservatively estimated to reach £5m+ over the next 
two years of the project. 

Around the uK there were a number of capital projects 
worthy of special mention:

Output Six   

dIo slA Mandated provision and maintenance of Accommodation for designated units 
of the RnR, RMR, Army Reserves, RAuxAF units, Recruit partnering project (Capita), 
Combined Cadet Force, Army Cadet Force and Air training Corps   
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East Midlands RFCA  

Yardley Chase Cadet training Centre   

In July 2013, work started on one of the most impressive 
Capital build projects of the last year at Yardley Chase 
Cadet training Centre, northamptonshire. on the 
shoulder of the training Area the CtC has, for the last 
ten years, been limited to dishevelled accommodation 
and a series of expensive portacabins. due to open in 
september 2014, the Centre, comprised of 4 buildings 
and the refurbishment of 3 others, will accommodate 
230 people – 185 cadets and 45 adults. From an initial 
concept in 2004 the £7.3m project, designed by Maber 
architects of nottingham, is of steel frame, precast 
concrete and brick construction with timber rain screen 
cladding and has been designed to achieve a dReeAM 
excellent rating for its high quality environmental 
standards. It has been scaled in height to fit the local 
skyline and incorporates innovative air source heat 
pumps to heat the buildings and reduce utility costs  
and is in accordance with Government Carbon  
reduction commitments.

Although the home of leicestershire, northamptonshire 
and Rutland ACF, the CtC will be used extensively by 
local sea and Air Cadets. the centre will also be used 
as supplemental accommodation for regular and reserve 
soldiers using the Yardley Chase training area throughout 
the year. In all a fabulous new asset for defence delivered 
by east Midlands RFCA, their design team and built by 
GF tomlinson’s of derby.

West Bridgford Air Cadet building   

the new Air Cadet building in West Bridgford, 
nottinghamshire is a testimony to local collaboration. 
east Midlands RFCA were approached 5 years ago 
by West Bridgford Council who needed to develop the 
town centre including using the existing ACF and ACo 
site. After protracted discussions funding and a new site 
were secured for the new 420m² building on a prominent 
piece of land on a major road leading into nottingham. 
the £1.1m project built by JM Hoyes of lincoln is due for 
completion in november 2014 and will be the new home 
for a detachment of West Bridgford Army Cadet Force 
and 209 (West Bridgford) squadron AtC, each parading 
in excess of 30 Cadets. 
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Lowland RFCA  

Kirknewton VGs   

the Volunteer Gliding schools perform a vital function in 
introducing new skills for young Air Cadets. unfortunately 
the VGs at Kirknewton suffered neglect over a number 
of years due to paucity of funding. In particular the 
two runways had developed extensive potholes and 
the herringbone pattern ’French drains’ had become 
overgrown with weeds and ceased to function. the 
two runways, one 1000m long the other 800m long, 
were replaced with parallel grass runways. lowlands 
RFCA appointed dougall Baillie, Civil engineers, as 
lead Consultants and, with advice from dCRe at RAF 

Wing Activity Centre, CtC Gilbertfield   

the new WAC for West scotland Wing AtC was built 
on an existing ACF site for both ACF and ACo use. 
the accommodation, designed by lowlands RFCA, 
provides accommodation for 18 Cadets in 6 bedded 
rooms with en-suite facilities and 4 Adults in 2 bedded 
rooms with en-suite facilities. the main contractor 
was Fleming Buildings ltd. In addition to the overnight 
accommodation, the building provides classroom, flight 
simulator, radio and It facilities along with the use of the 
extensive dechmont training Area and range.

leuchars, souter sports were appointed as the main 
Contractor. this extensive refurbishment programme was 
commenced in February 2013, using new and reclaimed 
top soil, laid, compacted and seeded with special, 
durable grass varieties; and largely completed by August 
of the same year at a cost of £967,000.

In tandem with this contract, the male accommodation 
blocks were replaced with new, to-scale, modular 
buildings designed and built by elite systems at a cost of 
£473,000.
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Greater London RFCA  

JCC parkhurst Road   

the new Joint Cadet Centre at the former tAC site in 
parkhurst Road was completed 28 February 2014, and 
ACF 23 detachment and AtC 9F (Islington) squadron 
moved into their new accommodation during March 
2014 to meet the Mod’s sale obligations.

the accommodation was completed to programme 
within a 15 week site operation using modular units built 
in a factory in Wakefield and clad in a brick outer skin.

the remaining former ARC site has been sold for 
residential development.

JCC Horns Road, Ilford   

the major refurbishment and extension of an existing 
Joint Cadet Centre at Horns Road, Ilford. Work 
commenced on site in september 2013 and completed 
in April 2014. 

the development refurbishes the old building interior with 
up to date office space and a new all weather drill hall. 
designed in a contemporary style, the project creates 
a positive environment for 32 ACF detachment and 4F 
AtC squadron occupants and a modern environment in 
which to facilitate cadet activities.
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South East RFCA

project seely   

project seely, so named after the se RFCA Headquarters 
building3, is an ambitious project to seize an opportunity 
and transform 5 separate cadet huts in their region 
in one go. In anticipation of a disposal receipt at the 
project conclusion, cadet huts in Gillingham, Gravesend, 
sheerness, Canterbury and Caterham were all converted 
or re-built as Joint Cadet Centres releasing 5 sites 
for sale. In one step this has given Cadets a secure 
infrastructure for the next 25-30 years and halved the 
running costs for those new or refurbished sites. project 
seely will result in a saving of approximately £3.6m over 
25 years.

Gravesend Joint Cadet Centre sheerness Joint Cadet Centre

Gillingham Joint Cadet Centre

3 In turn named after Firts World War Veteran, Maj Gen J e B seely pC CB CMG dso KstJ, 1st Baron Mottistone and lord-lieutenant loW 1918-1947
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West Midland RFCA  

496 (Kenilworth-Balsall Common)  
squadron AtC   

until recently the future for the 25 cadets of 496 
squadron seemed uncertain. development of its previous 
location at Heart of england school in Balsall Common 
meant the squadron faced finding a new location at 
relatively short notice. thankfully we secured a site, 
which looks to be even better than the previous location, 
in the centre of the town of Kenilworth for the first time at 
Kenilworth school and sports College. not only do the 
squadron from Balsall Common have a new location  
they can now benefit from increased recruiting potential 
within a larger conurbation and is a thriving addition to 
the local Community.

the 287m2 building was designed by pd Architects 
of lichfield and built by three pines Construction at a 
total cost of £391,000. It’s a single story build brick and 
blockwork construction with pitched roof and, following 
an energy Management policy common to the RFCAs, 
includes a number of photovoltaic solar panels. 
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North of England RFCA  

Consett JCC   

A new Joint Cadet Centre is being built in Consett to 
provide modern, multifunctional facilities for the local 
Army and Air Cadet units.

Work on the Centre has already started, with the two old 
wooden huts that were previously home to the Cadets 
having been demolished at the start of June 2014. the 
Consett detachment of durham ACF and 1409 (Consett) 
squadron AtC shared the previous site and were 
accommodated in two timber spooner huts that were 
coming to their end of their life spans. the buildings were 
in poor condition and the site was run down. A lack of 
It facilities in the AtC squadron was also affecting the 
cadets’ learning experiences. the new Centre is based 
on a tried and tested model used in other parts of the 
country, and will provide the Cadets with a combination 
of shared facilities, such as a parade Hall, radio room, 
range and classrooms, and separate offices and storage 
space for each of the Cadet units, to allow them to 
prepare and deliver a wide range of activities to the 
young people. Included in the build will be It facilities  
to allow the Cadets and their Instructors to benefit  
from online resources and training packages, and a  
flight simulator room for the Air Cadets to use for  
flying training. 

the Centre in Consett is the first of its kind to be built 
in the north east. designed by Archlodge Construction 
project Management ltd, the finished internal floor space 
will be 280m2 and is of a traditional construction on a 
freehold site. the build is expected to take 40 weeks, 
with the main contractor being McCarrick Construction. 

It is hoped that the provision of new facilities, at a total 
cost of c. £475,000, will attract even more young people 
into the Cadet units in Consett. Currently, numbers of 
Cadets at the ACF and AtC units stand at about 20-25 
each, but it is hoped that the upgraded facilities, and 
improved access to activities and training for the Cadets 
will renew interest in the opportunities offered, and will 
attract many more young people, as well as adults who 
wish to support the units as volunteers.
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Highland RFCA  

new Joint Cadet Centre, Blairgowrie   

A detailed building fabric survey in 2011 confirmed 
that the building occupied by Blairgowrie detachment, 
Black Watch Battalion AFC and the 2519 (strathmore) 
squadron AtC suffered from serious building fabric 
defects requiring extensive and urgent repairs, and 
that the accommodation fell short of the standard 
recommended in Jsp 315. 

during the options study it became apparent that it 
would be too expensive to refurbish and alter the existing 
building to create a modern cadet centre, and Highland 
RFCA decided to pursue the preferred option to demolish 
the existing building and construct a new cadet centre on 
the Association’s 697m² town centre site. 

located in the Blairgowrie Conservation Area, permission 
to demolish the existing traditional stone building was 
contingent upon the replacement building enhancing the 
appearance of the conservation area. perth & Kinross 
Council insisted that the building should have a traditional 
appearance and that elements from the demolished 
building should be re-used, while Highland RFCA’s focus 
was to create a robust, low maintenance and energy 
efficient building to reduce whole life costs to a minimum. 

the design developed by Wellwood leslie Chartered 
Architects in reponse to these constraints meets 
both requirements. the new cadet centre’s traditional 
appearance with features including traditional stone 
work and lime render, historical ventilators and cast iron 
fencing, belies a thoroughly modern form of construction. 
Ground works started in January 2013. the pre-
fabricated factory insulated timber frame wall and roof 
panels arrived on site in March and were erected in days, 
allowing a weather tight envelope to be created very 
quickly. the building is exceptionally well insulated and 
air tight to reduce energy requirements to a minimum. 
Additionally, solar panels on the south facing roof 
produce an income from electricity generated on site 
and exported to the national grid. since completion in 
July 2013 the 292m² building constructed by Beveridge 
Builders ltd, perth, at a net cost of £430k provides 
a generous and bright environment with training hall, 
stores, lecture rooms, and offices for both cadets and 
adult instructors to enjoy. 
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Wales RFCA  

2518 (Flint) squadron AtC and Flint detachment ACF – Joint Cadet Centre. 
extension and Refurbishment and demolition of ACF hut.

the new Joint Cadet Centre at Flint is a combination of a 
refurbished existing (AtC HQ) building and an extension 
(ACF) building. the old ACF building was a smaller sized 
hut in a dilapidated state i.e. wooden window frames 
rotting away, holes in walls inside, wooden cladding 
on outside, all in very poor condition and the AtC 
Headquarters building was under scale. the building, 
designed by pMBC Architects ltd and built by Williams 
Homes of Bala, Wales, is of traditional brick cavity 
wall and concrete tiled roof construction; to match the 
existing AtC building. It’s footprint is 160m2 and when it 
opens in september will have cost only £291,000 which 
represents very good value for defence. 

It has been agreed by ACF and AtC that the Cadet 
Centre will be named the Jim Hewitt Cadet Centre. 
Jim served a full career in the army in the Royal Welch 
Fusiliers rising through the ranks from Fusilier to Major. 
He then entered RFCA employ as the Ceo of Clwyd ACF 
(4th Cadet Bn RWF) later Clwyd & Gwynedd ACF, a post 
he held for 11 years until his untimely death from cancer 
in August 2013.
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Output Seven

employer support – national  
and Regional delivery    

the Government announced plans to increase the 
number of trained Reservists to around 30,000 as part  
of plans to restructure the Armed Forces. these changes 
will have a natural knock-on effect on employers as the 
number of Reservists increases and they become more 
integrated with the wider Armed Forces. the plans were 
set out in a white paper launched summer 2013 entitled 
‘Reserves in the Future Force 2020’. It outlined initiatives 
for both Reservists and their employers to enable these 
changes to take place. 

After consultation with employers, the Government 
introduced a series of initiatives to make the process 
of employing a reservist easier. As part of this, the 
Mod plan to build a stronger, more mutually-beneficial 
relationship with employers and have therefore outlined  
a number of measures which they believe will enable this. 
these are listed below, along with commencement dates:

January 2014

April 2014

July 2014

April 2014

Late 2014

Units will notify employers when they have a Reservist working for them. 
They will also inform employers of their annual training requirements and 
calendar so employers can plan absences around their business.

A National Relationship Management scheme (NRM) will be set up as 
a first point of contact for employers for all elements of Defence.

In support of the NRM, a new employer recognition scheme will be 
implemented, which will build on the existing SaBRE Supportive 
Employer Certificates, and the Corporate Covenant.

Through increased civilian accreditation and access to the Standard  
Learning Credit (SLC) scheme, improve both military skills and civilian 
employability.

Introduction of a streamlined process for employers to apply for Financial 
Assistance to cover costs while their employee is mobilised. Regulations 
will be revised to improve financial assistance to employers and cap the 
level of Reservist award for non-specialist roles.
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In addition, the defence Reform Bill covers some of the 
proposals and measures for reform. It contains four early 
measures to strengthen and support the Reserve Forces 
and these are being implemented through the defence 
Reform Bill which will receive royal assent on 14 May 2014.

these four early measures are:

As the changes are rolled out in the run up to 2020, 
defence will look to continue its engagement with 
employers to make sure the new initiatives are going 
to be sustainable and supported by employers. the 
saBRe campaign will continue to keep employers 
up to date with these changes as they happen both 
through national and Regional communications, and 
face to face engagement through the central team and 
Regional saBRe Campaign directors. the focus of 
the saBRe campaign over the past year has been in 
communicating the White paper findings to employers. 
this has included email and hard copy communications 
supporting the launch of the White paper, social media 
and website promotion, and providing employers for 
interviews to support national news reports and trade 
press publications. A saBRe blog in HR Zone provided 
further information, and for the internal audience a ueso 
briefing pack was sent to all units. this was followed up 
1-3 months post-announcement with an engagement 
programme including revitalisation of the saBRe toolkit, 
regular HR Zone blog posts, and reservist profile pieces 
in regional and trade press. In the regions a number 
of thank you events and inform events were held to 
support the White paper. the general freeze on using 
external agencies for marketing and advertising activities, 
without express permission from Cabinet office efficiency 
Reform Group (eRG), has remained in place and thus 
the ability to engage and sustain supportive employers 
with limited resources has been somewhat constrained 
by this requirement. However, the RAF Reserves Course 
Guides were completed and distributed to RAF Reserve 
squadrons.

In support of the new emphasis on employer 
engagement from the White paper, it is anticipated that 
the number of eRG submissions for centrally coordinated 
marketing activity will increase, in order to support 
communications and messaging at national and Regional 
levels. despite these challenges regional engagement 
has remained active and much credit for this falls to the 
perseverance of Regional saBRe Campaign directors 
(RsCds). Reservist mobilisations have continued for ops 
HeRRICK (Afghanistan) and tosCA (Cyprus).

the Government’s White paper on the Future of the 
Reserves has recognised the contribution employers 
make to supporting reserve service, and accepted the 
need for a new approach to assure the nation’s future 
dependence on the Reserve Forces. A new pan-
defence framework for civilian employer engagement 
was announced, including a national Relationship 
Management scheme to establish strategic personnel 
relationships with major employer organisations, relevant 
trade bodies and the largest employers. 

looking ahead, the Council of RFCAs has been working 
to put some of the steps in place to provide the new 
national Relationship Management scheme (now known 
as defence Relationship Management). the requirement 
for IoC in April 2014 was to have achieved IoC, and this 
included the need for a web presence, telephone and 
email contact, and a skeleton staff supplemented by the 
legacy saBRe campaign staff along with a basic plan for 
growth, and initial engagement with a number of large 
organisations. IoC was achieved, with the requirement 
of a new director engagement in the Council of RFCAs 
to head up the delivery team. In place was Ad transition, 
working alongside the new Ad saBRe (at time of writing 
now Ad Marketing and Communications). An initial pilot 
list of 14 large organisations was selected, and work 
commenced on the development of the organisation 
as well as commencement of engagement with the first 
group of employers. defence Relationship Management 
has a vision that defence is seen as a trusted partner 
with employers on personnel issues. It is anticipated 
that this will be delivered through three main business 
areas: key account management, marketing and 
communications, and employer research and intelligence. 
FoC is planned for April 2015 and there is a high level of 
optimism that this will be reached in order to deliver on 
the requirement from the White paper.

    Expanding the powers to call out the Reserve Forces. 

  Changing the name of the Territorial Army to Army 
Reserve, to better reflect the significant changes to 
its role and full integration. 

  Introducing new financial incentives for the employers 
of Reservists. 

  Providing Reservists with additional protection by 
direct access to an Employment Tribunal (exempt 
from the 2-year qualifying period), where they have 
been unfairly dismissed due to their Reserve service. 
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employer Attitudes 

It is of note that the annual attitude and awareness 
survey was restarted (conducted in december 2013 and 
January 2014) and this allows us to have evidence based 
assessment of the effectiveness of the saBRe campaign. 
despite challenging economic circumstances, business 
attitudes and supportiveness towards Reservists remain 
stable. the vast majority of employers surveyed via 
the Jigsaw independent research indicate that they 
continue to recognise the value Reservists offer to the 
workforce, with high percentages believing Reserves 
service benefits the development of employees, who 
gain valuable skills that could not be learned in their 
own jobs. target areas for improvement and focus of 
messaging include increasing the number of employers 
perceiving that Reservists provide more advantages 
than disadvantages, in order to increase the currently 
low numbers of employers who actively encourage their 
staff to become members of Reserve forces. employer 
awareness of their rights, financial packages including 
both existing measures and the new incentive introduced 
from october 2014, and overall support available in 
particular when employees are mobilised are key areas 
in which we aim to be more targeted with messaging, 
responding to indications that one in four employers 
become more supportive where their awareness of the 
measures is raised. We must take greater advantage of 
the opportunities offered by the number of employers 
who offer advocacy, and target this commitment towards 
our key aims, incorporating raising awareness and 
commitment to the Corporate Covenant and for the 
future employer Recognition scheme. 

support and engagement  

the day-to-day business of the saBRe campaign has 
continued, with delivery through various channels, both 
in a national and regional capacity. the saBRe helpline 
received an average of 35 calls per month, which is a 
reduction on recent years. Information and advice was 
provided in a variety of areas to employers, Reservists 
and the Chains of Command. topics ranged from simple 
requests for factual advice to complex returning to 
work issues and financial queries. the saBRe website 
continues to be a most effective source of useful 
information and advice. Membership of saBRe’s social 
media channels – Facebook, linkedIn and twitter – 
continued to grow slowly. these channels have been 
used to share information and drive traffic to the saBRe 
website and to other useful sources of information. Face-
to-face communication with employers and the chains of 
command has continued to be provided in the regions 
through saBRe’s network of Regional saBRe Campaign 
directors (RsCds), who are embedded in the RFCAs 

throughout the uK. RsCds’ work ranges from briefing 
groups of employers to providing advice and support 
to the chain of command. the Army’s requirement for 
increased employer engagement with the start of op 
FoRtIFY has led to increased engagement by RsCds 
with their regional Army Brigades, in particular with a 
focus on the use of employer data held on salesforce  
to make approaches to employers for workplace 
recruiting. the level of resource invested by the Army  
in their employer engagement activities has led to a  
re-energisation of regional employer engagement. 

Involvement in the development of workplace recruiting 
processes was initially facilitated by representation 
at the employer engagement Coordination Board by 
lead Ce employer support, and RsCd south east. 
RsCds and Ces are represented at regional level in the 
Regional employer engagement Boards where many 
RFCAs provide the secretariat. this representation is 
key and has assisted in raising awareness of RFCA 
and RsCd activity with internal stakeholders. the wider 
engagement by the RFCAs has remained at high tempo 
with advantage being taken of events sponsored by the 
individual services together with more focused work 
with employer groups and professional bodies (Iod, 
Federation of small Businesses (FsB), Chambers of 
Commerce, etc). this has provided valuable engagement 
with employers that may not currently employ Reservists. 
this engagement has been complemented by lord-
lieutenants, politicians and senior officers who have 
been helpful in promoting the employer support 
message at events organised by the RFCAs. In advance 
of the new employer Recognition scheme (another 
White paper commitment), the presentation of saBRe 
supportive employer certificates in 2013-14 continued 
to provide a useful means to recognise the commitment 
of employers, and particularly those who have had 
experience of a mobilised Reservist. the RFCAs’ 
Regional employer engagement Groups (ReeGs) have 
continued to provide an employer-based focus for 
employer engagement advice and activities in each  
of the regions.
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employer database 

the accreditation of salesforce was renewed on an 
interim basis. Work can now go ahead to invest in 
salesforce and provide additional tools which with the 
improvements being made to the quality of employer 
data held and an expected improvement in the quality of 
employer data provided by the single services, through 
JpA, will allow for more accurate targeting, follow up with 
employers, and provide additional reporting and insight 
capability.

Conclusion 

overall the employer support effort mounted by the 
RFCAs and saBRe has helped to ensure that the vast 
majority of Reservists are mobilised when required 
by defence and employers are broadly satisfied by 
the advice and support which they have received. 
this is supported by the Jigsaw research which was 
published shortly after the end of this FY. the RFCAs 
and the saBRe campaign continue to play a key role 
in maintaining and expanding the interface between 
defence and employers and this year have played a key 
role in communicating to employers on the White paper. 
the overall campaign continues to be successful and 
over the year profile and awareness of RFCAs and the 
saBRe campaign among the internal audience has also 
been enhanced by the increased focus upon employer 
engagement by the Army at the regional level. the 
ReeGs, alongside RFCA representation in the ReeBs 
will ensure that RFCAs continue to make a significant 
contribution in the regional employer engagement 
landscape. Key assets of the saBRe campaign including 
the website and helpline continue to provide a high level 
of service in employer support. With the FR20 White 
paper recognition that a new pan-defence framework 
for civilian employer engagement is required, the RFCAs 
remain committed to ensure their contribution assists in 
meeting success as changes unfold.

Key successes:

 Largest event was launch of White Paper in July with  
 associated communications activities

 Bringing to life the National Relationship 
 Management Scheme, with the new Defence 
 Relationship Management team successfully 
 reaching IOC in April 2014.

 Regions playing an active role in new REEBs

 The RAF Reserves Course Guides were completed  
 and distributed to RAF Reserve Squadrons

 Annual attitude and awareness survey was restarted  
 (conducted in December 2013 and January 2014)
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RFCA CHARACTERISTICS

(What defines us?)

We are a Central Government Body with Crown status, 
set up by statute.

We are a manifestation of the volunteer ethos.

our voluntary membership brings with it an  
unparalleled breadth of expertise and experience. 

We are tri-service.

We are of the regions, operating throughout the  
united Kingdom.

We are a not-for-profit organisation. 

We are demonstrable value for money.

Background

the Reserve Forces and Cadets Association (RFCA) is an organisation, which sits outside of the Chains of  
Command (‘an arm’s length body’), but fully supports them in their activities. It is classified as a Central Government 
non-trading Body with Crown status under the Reserve Forces Act 1996 section 111 and schedule 4. Currently 
there are 13 Regional RFCAs, whose boundaries are coterminous with those of the previous Regional development 
Agencies (RdA) in england and their devolved equivalents. the CRFCA, which is based in london, acts as the  
co-ordinating Headquarters, through which all funding streams flow. RFCAs are a tri-service organisation, funded  
by their customers, who are Mod (RF&C), the FlCs and dIo. they carry out specific tasks as agreed in their slAs. 
the RFCAs work in close partnership with the Regional Brigades and single service equivalents.

the RFCAs have five core tasks: Managing the Ve, providing Infrastructure support (Facilities Management), employer 
support, support to Recruiting and Cadets and Youth. they have an overarching task of Community engagement, 
which is carried out through their extensive network of volunteer members, who, being based within the community, 
enable the RFCAs to reach into the community in a way that the services and Chains of Command are unable to do. 
Increasingly there is an important welfare support task for our mobilised volunteer reservists and their dependents, as 
well as regulars. the RFCA organisation employs some 853 salaried Crown servants, of whom 551 support the ACF 
across the uK and 302 work in the Regional RFCAs and at the Council.

Vision, Characteristics and Values

the Vision

to be an enduring and essential pillar in the delivery of support for the well-being of the Reserves & Cadets and, 
through our effectiveness and our position in the regions, to be the independent body that represents their interests 
and promotes understanding between the Armed Forces and civil society.

RFCA VALUES

(How we behave)

We promote the interests of the Armed Forces.

We champion the volunteer ethos both within and 
outside the services.

We are apolitical. 

through our collegiate behaviour, we have national 
responsibility, influence and recognition, while being 
independent (from the Mod and the chains of command) 
and autonomous (from each other). 

We support the work of third sector organisations which 
also contribute to the well-being of service personnel & 
dependents, veterans and youth.

We supplement government funding through our income 
generation for our dependencies.

Chief executive’s Report
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RFCA USPs

  The ability to safeguard a fit-for-
purpose estate, optimised for ease 
of use by reserves and cadets, 
rationalised and progressively 
modernised to meet future 
challenges.

  The ability to act as an intelligent 
customer on behalf of the FLCs 
and their R&C dependencies.

  The ability to be an informed SME 
supplier for facilities management 
on non-complex but widely 
dispersed properties, drawing on a 
regional/local supply chain.

  The ability to re-invest in 
maintenance of the VE (using 
income generated from it) and 
to rationalise and modernise it 
with receipts from ‘RFCA title’ 
disposals.

  The ability to retain effective 
contacts with R&C constituencies 
through close RFCA VE 
management. 

   The ability to engage 
collaboratively with Lieutenancies, 
local authorities, veteran, welfare, 
community, business, employer, 
education & youth organisations to 
foster support for Defence, as well 
as for R&C communities.

  The specific ability to provide the 
beneficial, HR-related interface 
between employers and Defence 
requirements for reserves, cadets, 
veterans, recruiting, transition and 
other covenant opportunities.

  The ability to leverage the 
Covenants to support the Firm 
Base and similar Service support 
frameworks.

  The ability to engage on behalf 
of the Services and MOD, where 
defence traditionally finds it 
difficult to do so, drawing on 
informed analysis and using 
bespoke MIS.

  The ability to develop strong 
relationships with non-service 
supporters, keeping them well-
informed in order for the strongest 
to act as third party advocates.

  The ability to sustain enduring 
relationships with these 
organisations, nationally and 
regionally. 

  The ability to call on pro bono 
support.

  The ability to provide an integrated 
administrative and logistic support 
framework, through the use of 
RFCA professional cadet staff who 
are familiar with and capable of 
working within Service systems.

  The ability to off-load most 
support tasks from the volunteer 
staff and adults, thereby increasing 
their ability to concentrate on 
delivering the cadet experience.

  The ability to specialise and 
reduce risk in key areas of youth 
activity, such as provision of 
optimised estate and expertise in 
safeguarding.

  The ability to generate income to 
fund non-core cadet activities, 
facilities improvement and 
volunteer recruiting.

  The ability to act as a ‘cadet 
conscience’ at national and 
regional level.

the Volunteer estate.
stewardship:

Community engagement.
A network of networks:

Cadets & Youth.
end-to-end support:
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post Balance sheet events  

there were no post balance sheet events. 

Financial performance  

the total expenditure for the year ended 31 March 2014 
was £129.8m, up 10% from FY2012/13. Funding income 
totalled £122.4m and RGI totalled £7.8m which resulted 
in a minor excess of income over expenditure of £0.5m. 

of the £129.8m spend, 37% (£43.9m) was spent on 
the reserves estate and infrastructure, 26% (£30.1m) 
was spent on the cadets estate and infrastructure, 23% 
(£26.9m) was spent on support towards the ACF, tA, 
RAuxAF and IslA, 2% (£2.3m) was spent on employer 
support and the remaining 12% (£14.5m) was spent on 
RFCAs’ overheads. 

Infrastructure costs rose by 5% largely due to the 
increase in prices on the Mod utility contracts. property 
management expenditure decreased by 16% due to 
a marked decrease in funding of £3.5m. Revenue and 
Capital projects did however rise by 5% due to an 
increase in funding and the injection for FR20 Betterment 
works. estate funding was again supplemented in-year 
by RGI, to the sum of £3.9m (£2.6m revenue and £1.3m 
capital). 

RGI was also used in year to supplement recruiting/ 
employer support funding (£0.7m), Reserve and Cadet 
grants (£0.7m), It & Admin (£0.4m), vehicle replacement 
funding (£0.8m) and sub-letting costs (£1.0m). 

Further details of the outputs delivered within 
this expenditure can be found under FY2012/13 
achievements. 

Result for the Year  

these are fully described in the preceding Report and the 
annual accounts.  

Financial Risks and uncertainties   

during FY2013/14 we continued to manage a formal risk 
management process with mitigation planning. this was 
important since we agan faced many in-year risks. the 
dIo maintenance funding for the year was cut by £4m 
from last FY (19%) which amounts to over £7m in two 
years (30%). Additionally we faced risk within the grant-
in-aid budgets which were bought out by the Winter 
supplementary and by internal transfers. 

Risk management and management of the mitigation 
plan were staffed mainly through the quarterly Finance 
Review Meetings and executive Board and Board 
meetings. the Corporate Risk Register continued to 
provide the basis for discussion with our stakeholders 
and the annual Customer Board. 

the financial risks facing FY2013/14 onwards are far 
greater. our grant-in-aid control totals (from both sp 
Comd and dIo) for FY2014/15 do not include the in-year 
supplementary buyouts that were required to fund actual 
requirement, in particular for utilities. We hope for these 
to be formally included within baseline Cts following the 
ABC15 meetings. Moreover, continued reduced funding 
and delayed notification of full year Cts by dIo of the 
Ve estate maintenance budget (reducing from £27.7m 
in 2010 to £17.4m this year) increases future risk arising 
from a bow wave of repair bills in the years ahead. All 
of these risks will be closely monitored throughout the 
year using the processes shown within the statement 
of Internal Control. Finally, wider uncertainty lies in the 
outcomes of FR20 restructuring and the on-going need 
for broader departmental savings. 

Corporate Governance   

the CRFCA complies with the relevant requirements of 
HM treasury guidance relating to corporate governance.
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pension Arrangements   

these are covered in the Remuneration Report.

Involvement    

employees are kept informed of all relevant matters 
through the national and regional Boards (Customer 
Board, executive Boards, Finance Review Meetings, and 
Working Groups), the pay and personnel Committee, 
the Intranet and defence Internal Briefs. the adoption 
of sharepoint as our collaborative working environment 
within pH2 will further assist in keeping staff informed at 
all levels.

employees are represented by the trade unions 
(membership of which is voluntary), who are involved 
with negotiations including the terms and Conditions of 
employment. 

sickness Absence     

during the year the days lost through long term sickness 
were 5,546 days and short term sickness were 1,727 
days being the equivalent of 8.5 days per employee. 
In comparison with national average within the public 
sector, the RFCA sickness absence rate is 3.3% days 
lost as opposed to 2.9% (2013 statistic) nationally. 

personal data Related Incidents &  
other losses      

In common with other government and public bodies, 
Mod agencies are now required to set out in their 
accounts a summary of any losses (or unauthorised 
disclosures, or insecure disposals) of protected personal 
data. this year the CRFCA can report no such personal 
data related incidents.  

Auditors     

the accounts of the RFCAs are individually, externally 
audited being free from material misstatement, fraud 
or error. the accounts are consolidated by MacIntyre 
Hudson llp (CRFCAs external auditors). 

the consolidated accounts in accordance with the 
Financial Reporting Manual are due to be audited by 
the national Audit office (nAo) under the Financial 
Framework. However, there remain regulatory, legal 
and accounting issues that require resolution with the 
treasury and the Mod before full nAo audit agreement 
can be given. 

the consolidation auditors MacIntyre Hudson received 
no remuneration during the year for the provision of non-
audit services. As far as I am aware, there is no relevant 
audit information of which the RFCA’s auditors are 
unaware; I have taken all necessary steps to make myself 
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish 
that the CRFCA’s auditors are aware of that information. 

disclosure of Relevant Audit Information      

As Accounting officer, I have taken all the steps that 
ought to have been taken to make myself aware of 
any relevant audit information and to establish that the 
auditors are aware of that information. 
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Remuneration policy 

In the absence of a remuneration committee, the salary 
and pension entitlements of the senior members of 
the RFCAs are determined by analogy with Mod Civil 
service and senior Civil service salaries. 

salary  

‘Annual emoluments’ include gross salary; 6% npA; 
bonuses; overtime; reserved rights to london weighting 
or london allowances; recruitment and retention 
allowances; private office allowances and any other 
allowance to the extent that it is subject to uK taxation.  

Benefits in Kind   

the monetary value of benefits in kind covers any 
benefits provided by the employer and treated by HM 
Revenue and Customs as a taxable emolument.   

pension   

pension benefits are provided through the Council of 
RFCA pension scheme. this is a defined benefits ‘final 
salary’ scheme. pensions payable are increased annually 
in line with changes in the Consumer price Index (CpI) 
as defined by the pension (Increase) Act 1971. there is a 
13% contribution paid by the employer into the pension 
scheme on behalf of members as well as employee 
contributions set at the rate of 5% of pensionable 
earnings. Benefits accrue at the rate of 1/60th of final 
pensionable earnings for each year of service; members 
may opt to give up (commute) pension for a lump sum up 
to the limits set by scheme rules, currently a maximum 
of 2.5% of the value of benefits. employees also benefit 
from a payment of twice pensionable salary to cover 
death in service. there is no compensation for early 
retirement due to ill health; however pension payable 
from early retirement due to ill health is included within 
the pension scheme’s liabilities. the accrued pension 
quoted is the pension the member is entitled to receive 
when they reach pension age, or immediately on ceasing 
to be an active member of the scheme if they are already 
at or over pension age. normal retirement age for the 
scheme is 60.

Cash equivalent transfer Values   

A Cash equivalent transfer Value (CetV) is the actuarially 
assessed capitalised value of the pension scheme 
benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in 
time. the benefits valued are the member’s accrued 
benefits and any contingent spouse’s pension payable 
from the scheme. A CetV is a payment made by a 
pension scheme or arrangement to secure pension 
benefits in another pension scheme or arrangement 
when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to 
transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme. 
the pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the 
individual has accrued as a consequence of their total 
membership of the pension scheme, not just their service 
in a senior capacity to which the disclosure applies. 
the figures include the value of any pension benefit in 
another scheme or arrangement which the individual has 
transferred to the RFCA pension arrangements. they 
also include any additional pension benefit accrued to 
the member as a result of their buying additional pension 
benefits at their own cost. CetVs are calculated in 
accordance with the occupational pension schemes 
(transfer Values) (Amendment) Regulations and do not 
take account of any actual or potential reduction to 
benefits resulting from lifetime Allowance tax which may 
be due when pension benefits are taken.   

Real Increase in CetV  

this reflects the increase in CetV that is funded by the 
employer. It does not include the increase in accrued 
pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the 
employee (including the value of any benefits transferred 
from another pension scheme or arrangement) and uses 
common market valuation factors for the start and end of 
the period. 

Remuneration Report
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Chief Executives:

salaries and pension entitlements 

The salary and pension entitlements of the most senior members of the RFCAs are shown below.

AVM p d luker CB oBe AFC 

Council of RFCAs 

Appointed: 05/04/2006  

 

Col (Retd) A K M Miller CBe 

Highland RFCA 

Appointed: 28/05/2007 

 

Col R d Gibson MBe 

lowland RFCA 

Appointed: 20/09/2004 

 

Col J R M Hackett CBe 

north of england RFCA 

Appointed: 21/08/2006 

 

Col (Retd) C e M snagge 

Yorkshire & the Humber RFCA 

Appointed: 30/09/2009 

 

Col G J o Wells-Cole oBe dl 

north West of england &  

Isle of Man RFCA 

Appointed:  

07/02/2000 to 31/05/2013

85 - 90 

- 

5 - 10 

 

60 - 65 

- 

0 - 5 

 

60 - 65 

- 

0 - 5 

 

50 - 55 

- 

0 - 5 

 

55 - 60 

- 

0 - 5 

 

15 - 20 

- 

 

 

0

Annual 
Emoluments:

salary and 
allowances

---
performance  
pay/Bonuses

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

6.6 

 

 

 

4.7 

 

 

 

2.3 

 

 

 

3.9 

 

 

 

4.5 

 

 

 

 

0.8

Non-cash 
benefits: 

Benefits in kind
e.g. Company car

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

 

-

Real increase 
in Pension 
and related
lump sum 
at age 60:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

Value of 
accrued 

Pension and 
lump sum 

at age 60 at 
the end of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

35 - 40 

 

 

 

20 - 25 

 

 

 

25 - 30 

 

 

 

20 - 25 

 

 

 

20 - 25 

 

 

 

 

35 - 40

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the 
beginning 

of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

143 

 

 

 

91 

 

 

 

137 

 

 

 

99 

 

 

 

108 

 

 

 

 

184

Real increase
in the cash 
equivalent 

transfer 
value during

the year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

81 

 

 

 

14 

 

 

 

23 

 

 

 

13 

 

 

 

17 

 

 

 

 

2

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the end 
of the

reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

225 

 

 

 

105 

 

 

 

160 

 

 

 

112 

 

 

 

125 

 

 

 

 

186
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Chief Executives:

salaries and pension entitlements 

The salary and pension entitlements of the most senior members of the RFCAs are shown below.

Col M C H underhill oBe 

north West of england & Isle 

of Man RFCA 

Appointed: 08/04/2013

Col n R Beard td 

Wales RFCA 

Appointed: 09/09/2002

Col t F l Weeks oBe 

West Midland RFCA 

Appointed: 09/08/2004

Gp Capt n d sharpe 

east Midland RFCA 

Appointed: 01/08/2011

Brig t dalby-Welsh 

Wessex RFCA 

Appointed: 28/04/2003

Col J d lacey CBe dl 

east Anglia RFCA 

Appointed: 23/04/2003

Col H M purcell oBe dl 

Greater london RFCA 

Appointed: 01/09/2009

60 - 65 

- 

 

0 

 

60 - 65 

- 

0 - 5 

 

55 - 60 

- 

0 - 5 

 

55 - 65 

- 

0 - 5 

 

60 - 65 

- 

0 - 5 

 

50 - 55 

- 

0 - 5 

 

60 - 65 

- 

0 - 5

Annual 
Emoluments:

salary and 
allowances

---
performance  
pay/Bonuses

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

3.4 

 

 

 

 

5.0 

 

 

 

2.8 

 

 

 

3.2 

 

 

 

5.6 

 

 

 

3.3 

 

 

 

-

Non-cash 
benefits: 

Benefits in kind
e.g. Company car

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

- 

 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

-

Real increase 
in Pension 
and related
lump sum 
at age 60:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

Value of 
accrued 

Pension and 
lump sum 

at age 60 at 
the end of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

15 

 

 

 

 

30 - 35 

 

 

 

25 - 30 

 

 

 

20 - 25 

 

 

 

30 - 35 

 

 

 

30 - 35 

 

 

 

15 -20

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the 
beginning 

of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

n/A 

 

 

 

 

175 

 

 

 

135 

 

 

 

23 

 

 

 

147 

 

 

 

152 

 

 

 

81

Real increase
in the cash 
equivalent 

transfer 
value during

the year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

n/A 

 

 

 

 

14 

 

 

 

14 

 

 

 

15 

 

 

 

12 

 

 

 

13 

 

 

 

16

 

14 

 

 

 

 

189 

 

 

 

149 

 

 

 

38 

 

 

 

159 

 

 

 

164 

 

 

 

98

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the end 
of the

reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)
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Chief Executives:

salaries and pension entitlements 

The salary and pension entitlements of the most senior members of the RFCAs are shown below.

Col s J oxlade MBe 

south east RFCA 

Appointed:  

29/01/2007 to 31/01/14

Col p t Crowley  

south east RFCA 

Appointed: 01/02/2014

Col J W Rollins MBe  

northern Ireland RFCA 

Appointed: 14/03/2010

45 - 50 

- 

 

0 - 5 

 

10 - 15 

- 

0 - 5 

 

65 - 70 

- 

0 - 5 

Annual 
Emoluments:

salary and 
allowances

---
performance  
pay/Bonuses

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

2.8 

 

 

 

 

0.6 

 

 

 

5.4 

Non-cash 
benefits: 

Benefits in kind
e.g. Company car

 
FY2013/14

(£’000)

 

- 

 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

- 

Real increase 
in Pension 
and related
lump sum 
at age 60:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

Value of 
accrued 

Pension and 
lump sum 

at age 60 at 
the end of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

15 - 20 

 

 

 

 

15 - 20 

 

 

 

10 - 15 

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the 
beginning 

of the 
reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

100 

 

 

 

 

n/A 

 

 

 

47

Real increase
in the cash 
equivalent 

transfer 
value during

the year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

 

15 

 

 

 

 

n/A 

 

 

 

18

 

116 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

65 

Value of the 
cash equivalent 
transfer value 

at the end 
of the

reporting year:

FY2013/14
(£’000)

the ratio between the banded remuneration of the highest paid Chief executive and the median remuneration of the RFCAs staff (£26k) was 1.82. this was due to a large 

proportion of the work force being of Grade e1 and the Chief executive being on senior Civil service scale. 

Disclosure of exit packages

the following table details the number and cost of exit packages for the RFCAs. this includes payments under the Civil service 
Compensation scheme (CsCs), payments under any other compensation schemes where applicable and any other payments 
made (special severance payments).

exit package Cost Band 

 

<£10,000 

 

£10,000 - £25,000 

 

£25,000 - £50,000 

 

£50,000 - £100,000 

 

£100,000 - £150,000 

 

£150,000 - £200,000 

 

Total Number of Exit Packages 

 

 

 

total Resource Cost 

 

2013/14 

 

1 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

3.5 

2012/13 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

- 

2013/14 

 

2 

 

3 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

49.9 

2012/13 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

-

2013/14 

 

3 

 

3 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

53.4

2012/13 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

£000 

 

-

Number of 
Compulsory Redundancies

Number of Other  
Departures Agreed

Total Number of Exit  
Packages by Cost Band
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extract from the Financial Framework 

6.   Responsibilities of the Chief executive as RFCA 
Accounting officer General. 

6.1   the Chief executive (Ce CRFCA) as Accounting 
officer (Ao) is personally responsible for 
safeguarding the public funds for which he or she 
has charge; for ensuring propriety and regularity in 
the handling of those public funds; and for the day-
to-day operations and management of the CRFCA 
and RFCAs. In addition, he or she should ensure 
that the CRFCA and RFCAs as a whole are run on 
the basis of the standards, in terms of governance, 
decision-making and financial management that 
are set out in Box 3.1 to Managing public Money. 

6.2   General responsibility of the RFCAs’ grant in aid 
income rests with, and will be exercised by, the 
CRFCA Board. Whilst general responsibility for the 
management of the RFCAs’ funds rests with and 
will be exercised by the CRFCA Board, personal 
accountability rests with the Ce CRFCA, in 
accordance with his/her letter of appointment and 
terms of reference. the Chairman CRFCA Board 
and its members share with Association Boards 
corporate responsibilities, and in particular ensuring 
that the RFCAs fulfil the aims and objectives set by 
the sofs. 

Responsibilities for accounting to parliament 

6.3   the accountabilities under this financial  
framework include: 

statement of Chief executive’s Responsibilities

   Designing the accounts and ensuring that proper 
records are kept relating to the accounts and 
that the accounts are properly prepared and 
presented in accordance with any directions 
issued by the Secretary of State. 

  Signing a Statement of the Accounting Officer’s 
responsibilities, for inclusion in the annual report 
and accounts. 

  Signing a Statement on Internal Control 
regarding the system of internal control, for 
inclusion in the annual report and accounts.

  Ensuring that effective procedures for handling 
complaints about the CRFCA and RFCAs are 
established and made widely known within the 
CRFCA and RFCAs. 

  Acting in accordance with the terms of the 
Financial Framework, Managing Public Money 
and other instructions and guidance issued from 
time to time by the MOD, the Treasury and the 
Cabinet Office. 

  Giving evidence, normally with the Accounting 
Officer of the MOD, when summoned before 
the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) on the 
CRFCA’s and RFCAs’ stewardship of public 
funds. 
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Responsibilities to the Mod  

6.4   particular responsibilities to Mod (ACds R&C) as 
Chairman of the stakeholders Board and by Cs 
Res lF include: 

Responsibilities to the CRFCA  

6.5   Ce CRFCA is responsible, through the CRFCA 
Board, for: 

   Establishing, in agreement with MOD, the CRFCA’s 
and RFCAs’ corporate and business plans in the 
light of the MOD’s wider strategic aims and current 
PSA(s), in accordance with Part 3 of the RFCAs 
Regulations. 

  Informing the department of progress in helping to 
achieve the department’s policy objectives and in 
demonstrating how resources are being used to 
achieve those objectives. 

  Ensuring that timely forecasts and monitoring 
information on performance and finance are 
provided to MOD; that MOD is notified promptly if 
over or under spends are likely and that corrective 
action is taken; and that any significant problems 
whether financial or otherwise, and whether detected 
by internal audit or by other means, are notified to 
the department in a timely fashion.

   Advising the CRFCA on the discharge of the RFCAs’ 
responsibilities as set out in this document, in 
the founding legislation and in any other relevant 
instructions and guidance that may be issued from 
time to time. 

  Advising the CRFCA on the RFCAs’ performance 
compared with its aim(s) and objective(s).

  Ensuring that financial considerations are taken fully 
into account by the CRFCA at all stages in reaching 
and executing its decisions, and that financial 
appraisal techniques are followed.

  Taking action as set out in paragraphs 3.8.5 of 
Managing Public Money if the CRFCA Board, or 
its Chairman, is contemplating a course of action 
involving a transaction which the CE CRFCA 
considers would infringe the requirements of 
propriety or regularity or does not represent  
prudent or economical administration, efficiency  
or effectiveness, questionable feasibility, or  
is unethical.
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the scope of Responsibility  

As Accounting officer, I have responsibility for maintaining 
a sound system of internal control that supports the 
achievement of the CRFCA policies, aims and objectives, 
whilst safeguarding the public funds and departmental 
assets for which I am personally responsible, in 
accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me in 
Managing public Money. 

the CRFCA corporate governance arrangements benefit 
from active involvement with a number of individuals and 
bodies who have the knowledge and expertise to aid me 
in properly discharging my role as Accounting officer: 

the purpose of the system of  
Internal Control  

the system of internal control is designed to manage 
risk to a reasonable level rather than to eliminate all 
risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it 
can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute 
assurance of effectiveness. 

the CRFCA system of internal control is based on a 
process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to 
the achievement of departmental policies, aims and 
objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being 
realised and the impact should they be realised, and to 
manage them efficiently, effectively and economically. 
the system of internal control has been in place in the 
CRFCA during the financial year and up to the date of 
approval of the RFCA’s accounts, and accords with 
treasury guidance.

statement of Internal Control

  The Audit Committee. 

  Strategic and in-year guidance and support through 
Board meetings, P&P Directives, Executive Board 
meetings and Stakeholders. 

  The CRFCA Board, Annual Plan, Customer Board, 
and Stakeholders offer me direction and assistance 
and advice, as follows: Governance, Transparency of 
Spending, Financial and Requirement Scrutiny, Best 
Practice Guidance. 

  The CRFCA auditors MacIntyre Hudson and the 
National Audit Office provide support on audit 
matters, work plans and financial and risk items and 
Geldards LLP provide employment legal advice. 
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Capacity to Handle Risk  

Risk management has been built into the corporate 
planning and programme management systems. the 
CRFCA fully recognises the principles for public risk 
management. executive directors within the CRFCA 
undertake development and maintenance of the system. 
In particular it includes: 

Additionally, CRFCA ensures RFCAs are kept up to date 
of risk and that RFCA risk is reported to CRFCA by: 

the Risk and Control Framework  

the following governance processes continued to exist 
during FY2013/14: 

   Comprehensive budgeting systems with an annual 
budget which is agreed as part of CRFCAs resource 
allocation process. 

  Regular reviews by the CRFCA Board of periodic 
and annual financial reports which indicate financial 
performance against the forecasts. 

  Setting targets to measure financial and other 
performance. 

  Clearly defined capital investment control guidelines. 

 Formal project management disciplines. 

  Regular reviews of the CRFCA key risks and actions 
being taken to minimise the effects of these risks. 

   The CRFCA has in place an improved management 
risk register which is reviewed quarterly by the 
CRFCA Board. This provides the CRFCA with the 
ability to identify new or emerging risks and, where 
possible, agree and put in place risk mitigation 
actions. The enhanced risk register template is now 
standard across all RFCAs.

  The biggest challenge for the CRFCA both in 
year and over the coming year has been and will 
be managing efficiency measures and reducing 
budgets. Mitigation planning is therefore difficult 
and risk can often only be passed back to the 
Stakeholders. 

  CRFCA risk is promulgated up the Chain of 
Command to the relevant Stakeholders via regular 
in-year meetings, ABC screenings and half yearly 
Army HQ Performance and Risk returns. 

  Key to this process is the engagement of our TLB 
customers in order to understand the potential 
impacts of risks as they emerge.

   Regular Finance Review Meetings, Estates Meetings, 
Executive Board Meetings. 

  Training direction – Information Risk Awareness 
Training, Fraud Awareness. 
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Audit Committee Report on Governance and 
structural Issues   

the Audit Committee (AC) have had discussions with 
Council’s auditors, following the completion of their work 
on the Consolidated Accounts and have reviewed each 
individual Association’s Management letter and the 
responses to such letters. the AC have reviewed the 
recommendations contained in Kingston smith’s review 
of the estate and of the RFCA Capability of preventing 
and dealing with Fraud and error. there were clearly a 
number of good practice measures being implemented 
across the Associations and no systemic control issues 
were identified.

they have no reason to think that there were during the 
financial year 2013/2014 governance or control issues 
that needed to be addressed by the Board. they are 
pleased too to be able to report that significant progress 
has been made, in discussion with defence Internal 
Audit, towards procuring the resource that is needed to 
enable them to produce a three year strategic internal 
audit plan. this will strengthen the ACs ability to add 
value and to contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness 
of Council and the Associations. 

Issues Raised during Audits  

A number of minor regional auditor recommendations 
have resulted in action that the RFCAs and CRFCA are 
taking forward. 

Comments made in the audit wash-up meeting at 
Wessex RFCA, regional auditors Francis Clark llp 
highlighted the underfunding on estates maintenance: 
“this is a long term problem and WX RFCA have been 
using RGI income to cover some of the maintenance 
work in order that Cadet units can remain open. this is 
not a risk to Going Concern as units will simply be closed 
if they are not maintained to a certain standard.”

this view was confirmed by regional auditors Wylie & 
Bissett: “From our review of the estates management 
expenditure in the financial return we note that 
expenditure in this area (excluding project expenditure) 
amounted to £1.2m. this continues the reduction in 
spending in this area reported within our prior year 
letters. Whilst we appreciate that a decision has been 
made to fund principally essential maintenance we 
highlight that this could have a detrimental effect on 
future financial returns in a back log of repair work being 
required for the Associations’ estates. We recommend 
that this area is kept under close review going forward 
to ensure the Association has the ability to generate an 
overall surplus in future years.”
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Related parties disclosure  

during the year the RFCAs had a significant number of various material transactions with related parties directly,  
or indirectly through the Council of RFCAs and/or Chain of Command. these related parties were:

In addition, the RFCAs had a small number of transactions with other government departments and other central 
government bodies. Most of these transactions have been with the HMRC in respect of income tax, nIC and CIs 
tax, local authorities in respect of non-domestic rates, the department of Valuation and lands, the land Registry, the 
spVA and CVQo.

during the year Highland RFCA entered into a material transaction with Mr s Bargeton, a Board Member, for political 
engagement strategies and media support.

Assurance Documents  

the CRFCA and RFCAs comply with the following general guidance documents and instructions:

MOD Documents Government/Treasury Documents 

   RFCA Regulations.

 The Financial Framework.

  Appropriate adaptations of Sections of Corporate 
Governance in Central Government Departments: 
Code of Good Practice available on the Treasury 
website.

  Joint Service Publications, specific instructions and 
guidance issued by the MOD. In particular;

 JSP 462 Financial Management Policy Manual

 JSP 472 Resource Accounting Policy Manual

 JSP 525 Corporate Governance

 Commercial Ways of Working.

 Spec 024.

 DE Spec 005.

 Service Specification.

 Service Level Agreements.

 CE CRFCA Letter of Delegation.

  Other relevant instructions and guidance issued 
by the central Departments (e.g. Selling into Wider 
Markets (the MOD guide to Income Generation)).

 Reserve Forces Act 1996 (RFA96).

 Managing Public Money.

 Relevant Dear Accounting Officer letters.

 Government Internal Audit Standards.

 Management of Risk — Principles and Concepts.

 Managing the Risk of Fraud.

 Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM).

 Government Resource and Accounts Act 2000.

 Regularity, Propriety and Value for Money.

  The Parliamentary Ombudsman’s Principles of Good 
Administration.

  Relevant guidance and instructions issued by the 
Department of Constitutional Affairs on the Freedom 
of Information Act.

  Model Code for Staff of Executive Non-departmental 
Public Bodies.

  Other relevant guidance and instructions issued by 
the Treasury in respect of Whole of Government 
Accounts.

  Recommendations made by the Public Accounts 
Committee, or by other Parliamentary authority, 
that have been accepted by the Government and 
relevant to the NDPB.

Mod 

HQ Army 

spt Comd

RF&C 

HQ AC 

dIo

RAF/RAuxAF 

HQ navy Command

Regional Brigades

RFCA pension scheme

department for education

Youth united

Charities including; ssAFA, Help for Heroes, FelIX Fund 
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  Internal Letters of Delegation.

  The RFCA H&S Safety Management System (SMS) 
incorporating: the CRFCA H&S Policy, the RFCA 
H&S Policy and the RFCA H&S Manual.

  Environmental Management System Ch1 and Ch.

 Register of H&S legislation.

 Induction and Awareness Training.

  Document Management System.

 RFCA Standing Administration Instructions.

 RFCA Standing Finance Instructions.

 WMI Guidance.

  SYMPHONY SOP, Instructions and Permission & 
Access Matrix.

Internal

Review of effectiveness  

As Accounting officer, I have responsibility for reviewing 
the effectiveness of the system of internal control. My 
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal 
control is informed by the work of the directors within 
the CRFCA who have responsibility for the development 
and maintenance of the internal control framework and 
comments made by the Audit Committee, external 
auditors MacIntyre Hudson llp, national Audit office, 
defence Internal Auditors and dIo Compliance Auditors, 
in their management letters and other reports. 

I have received signed statements of Internal 
Controls from all individual accounts that make up the 
consolidated account for FY2013/14. 

A plan is in force to continually review the effectiveness 
of the system of internal control and as a result address 
weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the 
system. this includes the recommendations arising from 
the work of the CRFCA Audit Committee, external audit 
comments and observations, risk management training, 
a training needs analysis and direction from the Army HQ 
performance and Risk Management Committee.

AVM P D Luker CB OBE AFC 
Chief executive and Accounting officer
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2013/2014 Consolidated expenditure of RFCAs for Year ended 31 March 2014
(including Funded outputs and expenditure from RGI)

Infrastructure – Reserves, £23.489m – 18%

estate delivery, £5.405m – 4%

IslA support, £3.637m – 3%

Cadets & Youth support, £24.566m – 19%

engagement, £3.584m – 3%

RFCAs overhead, £9.724m – 7%

property Management – Reserves, £23.071m – 18%

Infrastructure – Cadets, £12.151m – 9%

property Management – Cadets, £24.129m – 19%

Cadets: £36.3m, 28%

Reserves: £46.6m, 36%

Total Expenditure £129.754m

FY2013/14 Accounts Consolidated 
expenditure of RFCAs

Graph Expenditure Area, What this covers in the Accounts

Property Management 
Reserves,

the estates Management and Capital expenditure costs (Hard FM) attributed to the 
Reserves Volunteer estate

Infrastructure Reserves, the Infrastructure costs (soft FM) attributed to the Reserves Volunteer estate

Property Management 
Cadets, 

the estates Management and Capital expenditure costs (Hard FM) attributed to the 
Cadets Volunteer estate

Infrastructure Cadets, the Infrastructure costs (soft FM) attributed to the Cadets Volunteer estate

ISLA Support, the project costs of works on injured servicemen’s living accommodation (detailed in 
the account as payments to Welfare Association) 

Estates Delivery, the staff, Administration, It & Comms, transport & Movement and HR support costs 
related to the delivery of the above five estates related delivery areas

Cadets & Youth, the staff, Administration, It & Comms and transport & Movement costs of ACF 
support staff along with the ACF Consolidated & travel grant, Band grant, RAuxAF 
Admin & pR grant and Recruiting support expenditure. 

Engagement, the staff, Administration, It & Comms, transport & Movement and HR support costs 
related to the delivery of employer support activities along with the costs of these 
employer support (saBRe) activities.

RFCAs Overhead, the staff, Administration, It & Comms, transport & Movement and HR support 
costs related to the delivery of RFCA outputs (including the admin costs of CRFCA - 
CRFCA payment) along with the Hard and soft FM costs of RFCA offices/buildings.
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2013/14 RGI spend Breakdown
 

Cdel projects, £1.268m – 17%

Recruiting/employer support, £0.770m – 10%

Cdel Vehicles, £0.691m – 9%

sub letting Costs, £0.27m – 4%

estates Management, £2.805m – 38%

Misc (Admin etc), £0.390m – 5%

Grants to ACF/tA/RAuxAF, £0.549m – 8%

unit share of lettings, £0.638m – 9%

*note: RGI figures have been adjusted to take into account actual vehicle sales rather than the gains and losses as recognised in the accounts.

2013/2014 Income Breakdown

RGI*, £8.354m – 6%
Infrastructure – Reserves, £23.489m – 18%

estate delivery, £5.405m – 4%

IslA support, £3.637m – 3%

Cadets & Youth support, £24.566m – 19%

engagement, £3.584m – 3%

RFCAs overhead, £9.724m – 7%

service Funding, £122.428m – 94%

ACF £122K

ARC/UOTC £471K

RMR/RNR £25K

ATC £17K

CCF £3K

Unit Share of Lettings
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FY2013/14 Accounts

Financial statements
for the year ended March 2014

Consolidated
Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association
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1. HIGHLAND ASSOCIATION (HIGHLAND RFCA)

 President: Rear Admiral M Gregory OBE 
Chairman: Colonel A I Taverner MA MC IPR 
Chief Executive: Col A K M Miller CBE 
Deputy Chief Executive: S Rawlings

 The Lieutenancies of Aberdeenshire, Argyll and Bute 
(less the Island of Bute), Angus, Banffshire, Caithness, 
City of Aberdeen, City of Dundee, Clackmannanshire, 
Dunbartonshire, Fife, Inverness-shire, Kincardineshire, 
Larnarkshire (northern part less the former Monklands 
and Motherwell Districts), Moray, Nairnshire, Orkney 
Islands, Perth & Kinross, Ross & Cromarty, Shetlands 
Islands, Stirling and Falkirk, Sutherland and The 
Western Isles.

 Association address: seathwood,  
365 perth Road, dundee dd2 1lX. 
Tel: 01382 668283  Fax: 01382 566442 
E-mail: hi-offadmin@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.hrfca.co.uk

2. LOWLAND ASSOCIATION (LOWLAND RFCA)

 President: Captain Sir David Younger KCVO 
Chairman: Colonel A C C Lapsley QVRM TD DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel R D Gibson MBE 
Deputy Chief Executive: Colonel T C Mathew  

 Councils forming the Association: the scottish 
Borders, dumfries and Galloway, east lothian, 
City of edinburgh, Midlothian, West lothian, 
south lanarkshire, that part of north lanarkshire 
that formerly comprised Monklands and 
Motherwell districts, east Ayrshire, north Ayrshire, 
south Ayrshire, Inverclyde, Renfrewshire, east 
Renfrewshire, City of Glasgow and that part of Argyll 
and Bute Council comprising the Island of Bute.

 Association address: lowland House,  
60 Avenuepark street, Glasgow G20 8lW. 
Tel: 0141 945 4951  DFTS: 94535 2014  
Fax: 0141 945 4869 
E-mail: lo-offman@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.lowlandrfca.org.uk

3. NORTH OF ENGLAND ASSOCIATION 
(NORTH OF ENGLAND RFCA)

 President: N Sherlock Esq OBE KStJ JP   
Chairman: Lieutenant General R V Brims  
CB CBE DSO DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel J R M Hackett CBE 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel D R 
Summers (to September 2013) 
Lieutenant Colonel I Clyde (from September 2013)

 Counties forming the Association: the counties 
of durham and northumberland. the metropolitan 
districts of Gateshead, newcastle upon tyne, 
north tyneside, south tyneside and sunderland. 
the unitary Authorities of darlington, Hartlepool, 
Middlesbrough, Redcar and Cleveland and 
stockton-on-tees.

 Association address: 53 old elvet, 
durham dH1 3JJ. 
Tel: 0191 384 7202  DFTS: 94721 6250   
Fax: 0191 384 0918 
E-mail: ne-genadmin@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.rfca-ne.org.uk 

Highland RFCA

Lowland RFCA

North of England RFCA

RFCA for Northern Ireland

RFCA for North West of 
England and Isle of Man

RFCA for Yorkshire 
and the Humber

East Midlands RFCA

West Midland RFCA

RFCA for Wales

East Anglia RFCA

Greater London RFCA

South East RFCA

The Wessex RFCA

RFCA Governance
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4. YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER ASSOCIATION 
(Y&H RFCA)

 President: Dr I M Roscoe BA, PhD, FSA, 
HM Lord-Lieutenant 
Chairman: Captain I M Robinson OBE RD RNR 
Chief Executive: Colonel C E M Snagge 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel  
J D Bleasdale

 Counties forming the Association: 
the county of north Yorkshire. the metropolitan districts 
of Barnsley, Bradford, Calderdale, doncaster, Kirklees, 
leeds, Rotherham, sheffield and Wakefield. the unitary 
Authorities of the east Riding of Yorkshire, Kingston upon 
Hull, north east lincolnshire, north lincolnshire and York.

 Association address: 20 st George’s place,  
York Yo24 1ds. 
Tel: 01904 623081  DFTS: 94777 2568 
Fax: 01904 622245 
E-mail: admin@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.rfca-yorkshire.org.uk 

5. NORTH WEST OF ENGLAND AND ISLE OF MAN 
ASSOCIATION (NW RFCA)

 President: Colonel The Right Honourable The Lord 
Shuttleworth KCVO 
Chairman: Lieutenant Colonel C T Hillock RD* DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel G J O Wells-Cole OBE DL 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel I J Sawers

 Counties forming the Association: 
the counties of Cheshire, Cumbria and lancashire. 
the metropolitan districts of Bolton, Bury, Knowsley, 
liverpool, Manchester, oldham, Rochdale, st. Helens, 
salford, sefton, stockport, tameside, trafford, Wigan and 
Wirral. the unitary Authorities of Blackburn with darwen, 
Blackpool, Halton and Warrington and the Isle of Man.

 Association address: Alexandra Court,  
28 Alexandra drive, liverpool l17 8Ye.   
Tel: 0151 727 4552  DFTS: 94552 8164 
Fax: 0151 727 8133  DFTS Fax: 94552 8133 
E-mail: nw-admin@rfca.mod.uk  
Web: www.nwrfca.org.uk

6. WALES ASSOCIATION (RFCA FOR WALES)

 President: The Hon Mrs S Legge-Bourke LVO 
HM Lord-Lieutenant  
Chairman: Lieutenant Colonel D G Clarke OBE TD DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel N R Beard TD DL  
Deputy Chief Executive: Colonel P J Hubbard OBE DL

 Counties forming the Association: 
the 8 preserved Counties of Wales: Gwent, 
south Glamorgan, Mid-Glamorgan, West Glamorgan, 
dyfed, powys, Gwynedd and Clwyd.

 Association address: 
Centre Block, Maindy Barracks, Cardiff CF14 3Ye.  
Tel: 02920 220251  DFTS: 94355 8205 
Fax: 02920 224828  DFTS Fax: 94355 8313 
E-mail: wa-offyandc@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.wales-rfca.org

7. WEST MIDLAND ASSOCIATION (WM RFCA)

 President: Colonel A E H Heber-Percy 
HM Lord-Lieutenant 
Chairman: Colonel S J Cartwright MBE TD   
Chief Executive: Colonel T F L Weeks OBE 
Deputy Chief Executive: Major M Young

 Counties forming the Association: 
the counties of shropshire, staffordshire, Warwickshire 
and Worcestershire. the metropolitan districts of 
Birmingham, Coventry, dudley, sandwell, solihull, 
Walsall and Wolverhampton. the unitary Authorities of 
Herefordshire, stoke-on-trent and telford and Wrekin.

 Association address: 
tennal Grange, tennal Road, 
Harborne, Birmingham B32 2HX.  
Tel: 0121 427 5221  
Fax: 0121 427 8380 
E-mail: wm-info@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.wmrfca.org
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8. EAST MIDLANDS ASSOCIATION (EM RFCA)

 President: Lady Juliet Townsend LVO  
HM Lord-Lieutenant 
Chairman: Colonel R M L Colville TD DL 
Chief Executive: Group Captain N D Sharpe 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel  
P S P Worsley 

 Counties forming the Association: the counties 
of derbyshire, leicestershire, lincolnshire, 
northamptonshire and nottinghamshire. the unitary 
Authorities of derby, leicester, nottingham and Rutland.

 Association address: tA Centre, triumph Road, 
lenton, nottingham nG7 2GG.  
Tel: 0115 924 8610  DFTS: 94451 5610 
Fax: 0115 924 8629   
E-mail: em-enquiries@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.eastmidlandsrfca.co.uk 

9. WESSEX ASSOCIATION (WESSEX RFCA)

 President: Captain E Dancer CBE JP RNR 
Chairman: Colonel O J H Chamberlain QVRM TD 
FRICS 
Chief Executive: Brigadier T Dalby-Welsh 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel P G 
Adams AFC

 Counties forming the Association: the City and County 
of Bristol and the counties of Cornwall, devon, dorset, 
Gloucestershire, somerset, Wiltshire and the Channel 
Islands. the unitary Authorities of Bath and north east 
somerset, Bournemouth, north somerset, plymouth, 
poole, south Gloucestershire, swindon and torbay.

 Association address: Mount House, Mount street, 
taunton, somerset tA1 3Qe. 
Tel: 01823 254571  Fax: 01823 259935 
E-mail: wx-offman@rfca.mod.uk  
Web: www.wessex-rfca.org.uk

10. EAST ANGLIA ASSOCIATION (EA RFCA)

 President: H Duberly Esq CBE HM Lord-Lieutenant 
Chairman: Colonel H N D Gill TD JP 
Chief Executive: Colonel J D Lacey CBE DL 
Deputy Chief Executive: Lieutenant Colonel J A Allan TD

 Counties forming the Association: the counties of 
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, essex, Hertfordshire, 
norfolk and suffolk. the unitary Authorities of luton, 
peterborough, southend-on-sea and thurrock.

 Association address: springfield tyrells, 250 
springfield Road, Chelmsford, essex CM2 6Bu.  
Tel: 01245 244800/801  DFTS: 94660 4800/4801  
Fax: 01245 492398  DFTS Fax: 94660 4823 
E-mail: ea-hq@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.earfca.org

11. GREATER LONDON ASSOCIATION (GL RFCA)

 President: Sir David Brewer CMG JP  
HM Lord-Lieutenant  
Chairman: Colonel E G Cameron TD DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel H M Purcell OBE DL 
Head of Youth, Cadets and Community Engagement: 
Lieutenant Colonel R B Paddison MBE DL (to May 2013) 
Lieutenant Commander A Pringle (from August 2013) 
City Secretary and Director of Commercial Lettings:  
Lieutenant Colonel P L d’A Willis 

 Area forming the Association: Greater london. 
Association address: Fulham House, 87 Fulham High 
street, london sW6 3Js. 
Tel: 020 7384 4640  DFTS: 94624 4640 
Fax: 020 7384 4660  DFTS Fax: 94624 4660 
E-mail: gl-reception@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.glrfca.org

12. SOUTH EAST ASSOCIATION (SE RFCA)

 President: Major General M S White CB CBE JP 
Chairman: Colonel W M J Partridge TD DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel S J Oxlade MBE 
Deputy Chief Executive West/COS: 
Lieutenant Colonel C C S Booth 
Deputy Chief Executive East:  
Lieutenant Colonel P G B Ellis QGM*

 Counties forming the Association: the Royal County 
of Berkshire and the Counties of Buckinghamshire, east 
sussex, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, oxfordshire, 
surrey and West sussex. the unitary Authorities of 
Bracknell Forest, Brighton and Hove, the Medway 
towns, Milton Keynes, portsmouth, Reading, 
slough, southampton, West Berkshire, Windsor and 
Maidenhead and Wokingham.  

 Association address: seely House, shoe lane, 
Aldershot, Hants Gu11 2HJ.  
Tel: 01252 357604   
Fax: 01252 357620 
E-mail: se-offman@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.serfca.org

13. NORTHERN IRELAND ASSOCIATION (NI RFCA)

 President: Colonel D A J Keegan OBE  
HM Lord-Lieutenant   
Chairman: Colonel N J P Walker OBE TD DL 
Chief Executive: Colonel J W Rollins MBE 
Deputy Chief Executive: Major R C W Chisholm

 Counties forming the Association: the six counties  
of ulster.

 Association address: 25 Windsor park, Belfast Bt9 6FR.  
Tel: 02890 665024  Fax: 02890 662809 
E-mail: ni-offgenclk@rfca.mod.uk 
Web: www.reservesandcadetsni.org.uk
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ACDS(R&C) Assistant Chief of defence staff   
 (Reserve & Cadets)

ACF Army Cadet Force

AMR Automatic Meter Readers

AO Accounting officer

ATC Air training Corps

BTEC  Business and technician education   
 Council

CCF Combined Cadet Force

CE Chief executive

CESO Chief environment and safety officer

COBSEO the Confederation of service Charities

CRG Commander Recruiting Group

CS Res LF Command secretary Resources 
 land Forces

CVQO Cadet Vocational Qualification   
 organisation

DCSF department of Children, schools 
 and Families

DE defence estates

DII(F) defence Information Infrastructure   
 (Future)

DG Res LF director General Resources land Forces

DIO defence Infrastructure organisation 

DRM defence Relationship Management

EMS environmental Management system

ES employer support

ESG external scrutiny Group

FLC Front line Command

FReM Financial Reporting Manual

FY Financial Year

IFRS International Financial Reporting   
 standards

ISLA Injured serviceman living Accommodation

JPA Joint personnel Administration

MOD Ministry of defence

MOU Memorandum of understanding

NAO national Audit office

Glossary

P&P pay and personnel

PAC public Accounts Committee

RAuxAF Royal Auxiliary Air Force

RDA Regional development Agencies

REEB Reserves employer engagement Board

RF&C Reserve Forces and Cadets

RGI Regionally Generated Income

RMR Royal Marines Reserve

RNR Royal naval Reserve

RPP Recruit partnership project

RSCD Regional saBRe Campaign director

SaBRE supporting Britain’s Reservists 
 and employers

SDSR strategic defence and security   
 Review

SLA service level Agreement

SPVA service personnel and Veterans Agency

UOTC university officer training Corps

VE Volunteer estate

VEMT Volunteer estate Modernisation team

VRF Volunteer Reserve Forces
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The Council of RFCAs
Holderness House,

51-61 Clifton Street,

London EC2A 4EY

Tel: 020 7426 8350
Email: co-info@rfca.mod.uk
Web: www.rfcacouncil.org.uk


